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ABSTRACT 

In the mid-nineteenth century, the Puget's Sound Agricultural Company, 

a subsidiary of the Hudson's Bay Company, undertook to develop several 

large farms on Vancouver Island. There were several reasons for this deci

sion. The Hudson's Bay Company was retreating from the Oregon country, 

recently conceded to the United States, and Vancouver Island was the clo

sest British-held region from which the Company could continue to carry on 

its various operations. The desirability of establishing farms had been 

made evident to the London directors by the profitable results of the 

Puget's Sound Agricultural Company's farms at Cowlitz and Nisqually in what 

is now the state of Washington. The advent of the gold rush to California 

heightened the expectations of profit as the directors anticipated a rise 

in the demand for food. Finally, the directors believed that they could 

fulfill the terms of the grant of 1849 which gave the Hudson's Bay Com

pany control over Vancouver Island. These terms obligated the Company to 

promote systematic settlement of the island. 

None of these hopes for the farms were realized. Colllllercially they 

were a disaster, running ever more deeply into debt until the Hudson's Bay 

Company, the major creditor of the Puget's Sound Agricultural Company, had 

to assume all of the subsidiary firlll's assets. While conditions along the 

west coast were not particularly favorable to large-scale farming, because 

of high wages and a shortage of labour, the thesis addresses itself :ma.inly 

to the internal causes of failure which were numerous. 

Although the same men were directing the affairs of both the pa.rent 

Hudson's Bay Company and the Puget's Sound Agricultural Company, the 

administration of the latter left a great deal to be desired. The entire 

venture on Vancouver Island was ill-conceived and badly executed. The 
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directors exhibited a nonchalant attitude which originated from an un

founded optimism about the agricultural potential of the island. Why 

they entertained such a view remains a mystery, because they were given 

several negative reports of the island and were counselled on many 

occasions not to attempt large-scale farming there. The directors' 

optimism was matched by a negligence which resulted in a contradictory 

and self-defeating system of administration. The administrative structure 

created numerous problems for the bailiffs who managed the farms, as well 

as for the agent who was supposed to co-ordinate their activities. 

Progress was impeded by the conflicts which arose between the agent and 

the bailiffs, conflicts which were built into the structure itself. 

Moreover, the directors had a knack of appointing men unsuited to the 

task of managing the farms, and the antagonisms that arose were intensi

fied by the personal clashes between the principal characters. The end 

result was near-chaos. 

The labour problems which the Company encountered can also be laid 

at the directors' door. Although they were forewarned about the critical 

labour shortage prevalent along the west coast, a consequence of the gold 

rush, and about the astronomical rise in wages, the directors failed to 

adjust the Company's wage scale to meet that of the free labourers. It 

did not take long for the Company's workers to appraise the situation and 

to act accordingly, The Company was quickly placed in a dilemma because 

if the directors were to raise the wage scale, profits would be sharply 

reduced. But to refuse to do so would encourage desertions and thus 

threaten to undermine the entire venture. Basically, then, the Company 

was the author of its own misfortunes. 
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INTRODUCTION 

From its establishment in 18J8 the Puget's Sound Agricultural Com

pany was intimately connected with the Hudson's Bay Company. One of the 

manifestations of this close relationship was the manner of raising capi

tal for the agricultural firm. Only the stockholders and officers of the 

Hudson's Bay Company were permitted to buy stock in the new company, and 

the amount each person could own was directly proportionate to the amount 

of fur trade stock he possessed. Additional factors which accounted for 

the slow sale of stock were the cost of share lots, £100, and the lack 

of knowledge about the country where the Puget's Sound Agricultural Com-

1 pany's farms were to be established. At the end of 1853 there were still 

866 of the original 2000 shares unsold. 2 

The ambitions of the Hudson's Bay Company with respect to the Oregon 

Country were responsible for the formation of the Puget's Sound Agricul

tural Company. Hoping to preserve a buffer territory between the fur

bearing lands of New Caledonia and the southern portion of Oregon, the 

Hudson's Bay Company expended a considerable amount of time and energy in 

promoting the Columbia River as the boundary between the American and 

British claims in the region. Almost until the end of the 1820s the Com

pany argued its proposal on the bases that its employees were the only 

white inhabitants in the entire Oregon country, and that the Columbia 

River was essential to the fur trade of the lands west of the Rocky 

Mountains. When boundary discussions between Great Britain and the United 

States broke down in 1827, the Company made a feeble attempt to extend its 

presence south of the Columbia in the expectation that actual occupancy 

would establish a claim to the land, and that the claim could then be 

used as a bargaining lever at any future negotiations. But the Company's 

1 
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most successful tactic was the one used in other parts of North America 

wherever the Company had encountered threats to its monopolistic influence 

and control over the fur trade. The tactic was the exclusion of all com

petitors through rendering the fur trade unprofitable to them. The Gover

nor and Committee of the Hudson's Bay Company assumed that American set

tlers would follow close behind American fur traders. By keeping out the 

rival traders, they reasoned, American settlement of Oregon would be de

layed. By the mid-183Os there were increasing signs that the Governor and 

Committee were mistaken. They revised their Oregon policy; the only way to 

impede the American occupation of Oregon was to counteract it with British 

immigration. The Puget's Sound Agricultural Company was created as a 

major component of this policy. 

In the Hudson's Bay Company's scheme for settling Oregon, it was nec

essary to establish a flourishing agricultural development before any 

immigrants could be permitted to enter the territory. One reason was that 

settlers would have to be maintained until they could support themselves. 

The Puget's Sound Agricultural Company founded two farming centres, one 

at Cowlitz Portage (near present day Toledo, Washington) and the other at 

Fort Nisqually (near Dupont, Washington).3 By if,41 both locations were 

showing promising results. Cowlitz Farm was producing several thousand 

bushels each of wheat and oats, as well as considerable quantities of 

other crops. Nisqually concentrated on livestock and by the same year it 

had extensive herds of cattle and large flocks of sheep. 

Settlement had not only to be British, but the Hudson's Bay Company 

had to keep immigration subject to its control. Thus, the Puget's Sound 

Agricultural Company was intended to have a relationship with immigrants 

which would last beyond supporting them in their first few years. John 

Pelly, And.rew Colvile and George Simpson, the directors of the agricul-
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tural firm, conceived a plan to attr-r:1.ct "respectable farming families" 

from Great Britain. Each family was to be accompanied by two or three 

labourers, and to be supplied by the Puget's Sound Agricultural Company 

with one hundred acres of land, a house, twenty cows, one bull, five hun

dred sheep, eight oxen, six horses and a few hogs. The plan did not grant 

ownership of the land to the farmer; he would lease the land from the Com

pany which would have a right to one half of the increase of his stock and 

to one half of the produce of his fields. Events in Oregon created a need 

to seek emigrants from a source closer to the territory before the plan 

could be publicized. 

Turning to the Red River settlement, the Company offered the same con

ditions of land tenure as it had intended to promote in Britain. The Com

pany could not fathom the attraction of free ownership of land. Its fail

ure to offer free ownership, in spite of its otherwise generous terms, was 

one reason for the collapse of the entire colonization scheme. The Com

pany feared that free settlement would jeopardize the fur trade of the 

interior. Of the few families that did come from Red River to settle 

around Nisqually, none remained after 1843 as they all drifted to the Wil

lamette Valley. This exodus did much to dampen the Company's ardour and 

cut short its plans for further settlement. By 1845 American settlers 

were flooding into Oregon and in the following year the resolution of the 

Oregon Question nullified the original purpose of the Puget's Sound Agri

cultural Company. Cowlitz and Nisqually were maintained strictly as 

profit-making enterprises. 

The conclusion to the Oregon boundary dispute left the fur lands of 

New Caledonia in an exposed situation. Vancouver Island took on sig

nificance as a buffer zone for the fur land.s to the Governor and Com

mittee of the Hudson's Bay Company. It became imperative for the Company 
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to promote settlement on Vancouver Island for two reasons. First, the 

northward movement of American settlement had to be halted before it 

spilled over the forty-ninth parallel. Second, if the Hudson's Bay Com

pany failed to promote colonization, the Colonial Office might seek 

another organization to do it, thereby introducing a potential trading 

rival into close proximity to the fur area. The emigration project de

vised for Vancouver Island was quite different from the one earlier attem

pted in Oregon. The emphasis now was to be on free (as opposed to "con

trolled") settlement, with land sold at £1 per acre in parcels no smaller 

than twenty acres. 

At first the Puget's Sound Agricultural Company had no connection 

with the colonization of Vancouver Island. The decision to establish the 

Company there was part of the Hudson's Bay Company's organized withdrawal 

from Oregon. Although Cowlitz and Nisqually had begun to show profits, the 

officers of the fur trade realized that the various concerns of the Hudson's 

Bay Company in American territory would have to be terminated. At the same 

time, Cowlitz and Nisqually gave reason to hope that profitable farms 

4 
might be set up on Vancouver Island. Between 1850 and 1853 the island 

became the location of four Puget's Sound Agricultural Company farms. The 

original plan for extending the Company's operations was a purely com

mercial one: the Company would sell its produce to the parent firm's 

employees and to whalers and coal ships. 

While the profit motive was al..,-a.ys present as long as the farms con

tinued, it. diminished in importance as the Hudson's Bay Company began to 

adopt a defensive tone in the face of its detractors. The Company had to 

answer accusations that it was trying to circumvent the cond.iti.ons of the 

grant of 1849 by discouraging emigration to Vancouver Island. The Company 

had left itself open to this charge when it reserved to itself and to the 
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agricultura.l firm la.rge tracts of lancl near Fort Victoria. Pelly's answer 
C: 

was that justic:e and urgency dictated the Company's actions • .:> When Pelly 

faded from the scene, to be replaced by Andrew Colvi1e who opposed any 

policy of independent settlement, the Puget's Sound Agricultural Company 

became a vehicle for Company-controlled settlement. It also provided con

crete evidence of the sincerity of the Hudson's Bay Company's efforts to 

colonize and develop Vancouver Island. 

The story of the Puget's Sound Agricultural Company during the middle 

of the nineteenth century is so full of mis-management and neglect by 

the head. office in London that one might easily conclude that the farms 

were nothing more than part-time hobbies indulged in by the directors when

ever the mood struck them. However, the reason for the neglect lies to a 

considerable extent in the general circumstances of the parent firm. The 

year 1846 ushered in a quarter-century of set-backs and upheaval for the 

Hudson's Bay Company. In just over ten years from that date it lost its 

claim in Oregon, experienced serious unrest in Red River, and was inves

tigated by a parliamentary committee. Within anothE?r fifteen years its 

directors sold their controlling interest to outsiders and the Co~ny 

surrendered its charter to Rupert's Land. The existence of the four farms 

on Vancouver Island coincided with the first sequence of disturbances. 

The London directors, caught up in a rapid succession of pressing issues. 

had little time to devote to the subsidiary enterprise. They also enter

tained some fant.astic delusions about the feasibility of farming on 

Vancouver Island. These delusions lulled them into a complacency about 

the state of the farms. The consequences of the directors' neglect would 

be disastrous. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

PREPARING THE GROUNDWORK 

The earliest reasons for tho establishment of the Puget's Sound 

Agricultural Company's farms on Vancouver Island were founded in the 

emergency created by the settlement of the Oregon Question. The feeling 

of urgency was soon replaced by a mood of optimism among the directors 

caused by the impact of the California gold rush and the granting of 

Vancouver Island tc the Hudson's Bay Company. While the original purpose 

of the farms was tc make a profit, the directors displayed a rather un

orthodox manner of operating a commercial enterprise. They acted without 

caution in the face of negative reports about the agricultural and econ

omic prospects of the isla~d. They followed their assumptions instead of 

critically examining all aspects of the venture. This modus operandi was 

employed even in specific details such as the hiring of Edward Edwards 

Langford as bailiff. Such a lax style of management could only guarantee 

that future problems would arise. 

6 

The prevailing atmosphere in the headquarters of the Hudson's Bay 

Company after the resolution of the Oregon Question became one of urgen

cy. The Company's officers had suspected for several months prior to the 

outcome of the issue that it would be settled in a manner unfavorable to 

the interests of the fur trade. When the boundary was defined their atten

tion was absorbed by the need to establish the extent and value of all 

the Company's holdings in Oregon as a first step to selling them to the 

United States Government. 1 They also had to protect them in the meantime. 

Even before the agreement between Great Britain and the United States was 

signed, the officers of the Company reali~ed that in the event of an 
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American victory tht., Company's property would be jeopardized by land

hungry settlers. Peter Skene Ogden, a member of the board of management 

for the western department, warned the overseas governor George Si:npson 

in March 1846 that "so far all is apparently tranquil but still we are 

2 looked upon with a suspicious eye by one and all." The officers has-

7 

tened to order James Douglas, Chief Factor at Fort Victoria, to seek out 

and reserve enough land around the fort to accomodate the herds and flocks 

then at Nisqually. In December they wrote to hirn again stating that in 

spite of his objection that such a quantity of land was nowhere to be 

found, the transfer of liYestock would proceed: 0 Under the circumstances 

all that can be done is to select the m1arest tract suitable to the wants 

of the Company that you can find. 113 

There was a. second source of anxiety felt by the directors. Earl Grey, 

the Colonial Secretary, favored systematic colonization of the hospitable 

regions of the empire. Because of the recent events in Oregon, Vancouver 

Island took on a greater importance to him than it had previously enjoy

ed. John Pelly, governor of the Hudson's Bay Company, was in personal con

tact with Grey in the fall of 1846 and broached the subject of a grant of 

the territory north and west of Rupert's Land. Grey was cool to a proposal 

of such magnitude because he would only consider granting land in return 

for a commitment to colonize it. As he considered. most of the territory 

in question to be unattrd.ctive to settlers, Grey was willing to discuss 

only the possibility of granting Vancouver Island to the Company. By April 

H347, the directors were ordering that the Puget's Sound Agricultural Com

pany's livestock be transferred to the southern tip of the island and were 

requesting that a survey be made of the whole island. These measures were 

preliminary steps to establishing proprietary rights to large areas of 

land before the British Government granted the island to anyone. 4 
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James Douglas, who was responsible for seeing that the Company's dir

ectives were obeyed, was pre-occupied throughout 1847 with the task of 

evaluating the Company's property in Oregon. In fact, it was not until the 

fall of 1848 that he had an opportunity to address his superiors on the 

subject of agriculture and stock raising on Vancouver Island. He elabora

ted upon the negative opinions he had formed in 1846. Claiming to have 

examined the east coast of the island, he fotLnd that except for the 

"District around Fort Victoria and some other places of less extent," the 

"impenetrable" pine forest, "intruding deciduous bushes" and rugged moun

tains prevented any extensive stock raising. The only land suited to this 

purpose was around F'ort Victoria and westward to the Strait of Juan de 

Fuca, yet even this "open ground" was 

interspersed by stony ridges, covered with grass 
and oak trees which certainly add much to the 
beauty and picturesque effect of the country, but 
are nevertheless a great inconvenience and prevent 
that order and regularity which is desirable in 
laying out large farms. 5 

The directors replied that they noted "with much interest" his observa

tions but nonetheless they felt that the clearing of br~shwood and timber 

would present no more difficulty on Vancouver Island. than it would in any 

6 other colony. 

8 

The directors were writing to Douglas when their expectations had been 

given a tremendous boost. Two events which occured in 1848 swept away the 

despondency felt earlier. The first was the discovery of gold in Califor

nia. Both the Hudson's Bay and Puget's Sound Agricultural Companies reaped 

immediL'<te benefits from the rush to the gold fielde. The danger of settlers 

squatting on the properties at Cowlitz and Nisqually eased as two thou

sand fa.mHies left Cregon in 1848. 7 The prices of food and goods at the 

Hudson's Bay Company's depot at Fort Vancouver rose sharply as crowds of 
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would-be miners boe.ght out its stores. 8 The directors moved quickly to 

begin developing the island's supposed agricultural potential so that 

even more profit could be earned. Douglas' pessimistic survey of November 

184B was still en route to London when the directors penned the instruc

tions to reserve "about ten square miles" to the Puget's Sound Agricul

tural Company, and to include ir. the reserve "as much open or prairie land 

as possible."9 

The second event which heightened the Company's sense of well-being 

came in September 1848. The Hudson's Bay Company and the Colonial Office 

concluded negotiations respecting the grant of Vancouver Island. By the 

terms of the grant the Company undertook to promote independent coloni

zation. The question of colonization sparked a considerable amount of 

disagreement among the chief administrators of the Hudson's Bay Company. 

Governor Pelly accepted the terms as the only means to prevent the govern

ment from entrusting settlement to other parties who might. subsequently 

endanger the Hudson's Bay Company's monopoly in the fur lands. Deputy 

governor Andrew Colvile saw in the grant a possibility of preventing 

independent settlement. George Simpson, the overseas governor, was opposed 

to any mode of settlement but he took heart in the five year period of pro

bation in the grant because he expected the fur trade to have become un-

10 profitable by then. The Puget's Sound Agricultural Company re1nained 

outside the argument. Until 1850 the Company was considered to have but 

one purpose, to make a profit. That purpose was reason enough for the 

directors to exercise caution before setting up any farms. 

Another factor dictating careful assessment of the prospects of the 

Company was the reservation expressed by Eden Colvile, the newly appoin

ted Associate-governor of Rupert's Land, when he visited Vancouver Island 

in 1849. He had misgivings about both the nature of the soil of the island 
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and the impact of the gold rush on the economy of the west coa.st. After 

surveying the distrfot around Fort Victoria, he felt constrained to in

form London that 

what soil there is, is of good quality, but the 
plain is traversed in all directions by beds of 
trap and granite, that interfere materially with 
the proper laying out of farms for settlement, 
and I understand this is the general character 
of the island as far as yet explored. 

On the same day he wrote to George Simpson that " ••• the quantity of 

prairie land is limited, and this land is by no means suited for either 

t k h . . "11 soc ors eep raising, 

A month later Eden Colvile warned that the Puget's Sound Agricultural 

Company would be more advantageously situated were it to abandon its plan 

to transfer its farming operations to Vancouver Island and instead sell 

its sheep and cattle, thus ma.king the most from the current high prices for 

livestock. This course would, he reasoned, result in a double benefit to 

the Company; it would reduce operating costs drastically and it lfOuld 

avoid the establishment of expensive farms on Vancouver Island where the 

prospects of success were smaller than in Oregon: 

The number of officers, clerks and men might thus 
be materially reduced. I beli.eve the provisions 
required might be purchased at a much lower rate 
than at the present exorbitant rate of wages they 
can be raised. The surplus stock of sheep belonging 
to the Puget's Sound Company, for which no suffi
cient range can be found on Vancouver Island might 
be advantageously disposed of to the purchasers of 
the d:i.fferent lots. 12 

Eden Colvile believed that Vancouver Island's best hopes for pros

perity lay i.1, its timber and coal resources which were needed in the gold 

country. 13 He warned that the gold rush was a mixed blessing. Its adverse 

effects were serious and widespread. It created a general shortage of 

labour along the Pacific coast which made enterprises like large-scale 
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farming expensive. Farming in a new land always demanded an enormous 

amount of labour and capital before any return could be expected, but 

the labour shortage drove wages up to an unprecedented scale. Already 

the farms at Cowlitz and Nisqually were feeling the unwelcome effects 

of the gold rush: 

From the difficulty of obtaining labourers I am 
afraid that the Puget's Sound Company will have 
great difficulty in carrying on their affairs. 
The inducements to desertion are so great, the 
ordinary rate of wages being $5 per diem and for 
mechanics from $8-$10, that it is almost impos
sible to keep our men. I would here remark, how
ever, that owing to the high price of goods that 
at present prevails, our servants are i~ fact as 
well off as the others, yet the nominally high 
rate of wages is too great a temptation to be 
resisted •••• 14 

11 

E.den Colvile's high position and close personal connections in the 

Hudson's Bay Company notwithstanding, his warnings had no effect on the 

directors of the Puget's Sound Agricultural Company. They were impressed 

only with his account of the astronomical rise of food prices in Cali

fornia. He mentioned that the price of flour there had doubled recently 

from fifteen to thirty dollars a barrel and, because California was 

gripped. by a fear of famine, he expected it to rise to one hundred dol

lars.15 His forecasts of the food crisis confirmed the directors in their 

attitude of Roma locuta est, causa finita est; there would be no turning 

back. 

In the meantime Douglas was carrying out his instructions from London. 

In accordance with those sent out in December 1848, he reserved a large 

area of land to the Puget's Sound Agricultural Company. About three

quarters of the reserve was a peninsula extending south between the "Canal 

of Camosan" (The Gorge) and Esquimalt Bay. Detached from this portion of 

land and located on the west side of Esquirnalt Bay was the remainder. The 
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reserve had little to recommend it as farm country. Douglas chose it 

because part of it bordered on fresh water and other portions had poten

tially valuable timber stands: 

The extent of prairie land within these limits 
is about four square miles in detached portions, 
several of which are of considerable size. On the 
north and west sides are three, pretty, fresh 
water lakes with their feeders, outlets, green 
meadows and level lawns dotted with groups of 
oak trees, forming a scene rich in rural beauty 
and fertility. The remainder of the land is cov
ered with fine timber of various kinds ada.pted 
to every useful purpose, wrJ ch in process of time 
will not be the least valuablf) part of the Com-
pany's property. 16 

12 

Through Douglas' actions, the first Company farm on the island was 

established soor.er than the directors had intended. In late summer 18.50 

Douglas informed them that he had arrc:1.nged with or:e Donald Maca.u1ay to 

take a farm on the peninsula reserved to the Company. The land was "well 

supplied with wood and water and there is a spac€! of level land sloping 

from thfi houses toward the sea which will make a field of twenty-eight 

acres and a good sheep rc1,nge on a 1:ine of hills in the neighborhood.,,! 7 

Macaulay was a fur trad.e·employee who was about to retire when Douglas 

approached him with the proposal to start a farm. 18 His qualifications 

for farniing were that he had managed sheep in his youth before entering 

the fur trade, and that he was "honest, careful and industrious", al

though Dougla.s cautioned that he was "not a. very active person ... t 9 

Douglas' choice of Macaulay was undoubtedly influenced by the severe 

labour shortage which prevented him from taking someone out of active 

service. In arranging terms with Macaulay, Douglas adopted the major fea

tures of the earlier scheme used to attract settlers from Red River to 

Oregon. By these terms, Macaulay received the use of land owned by the 

Company as well as buildings and livestock. In return, he was to pay to 
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the Company one half of the increase of the livestock and one half of the 

profits. While Douglas acted without precise instructions, his behaviour 

is understandable. Since the directors had discounted all of his and Eden 

Colvile's objections while insisting that he set aside lands and transfer 

animals for the Company, he could only conclude that they wanted farming 

to begin immediately. In fact, the head office was only just arriving at 

a definite plan for setting up farms and that plan was not based on the 

Oregon scheme. However, London accepted Douglas' fa.it accompli without a 

murmur; the head office was always more generous with forgiveness than 

with 11ermission. 

Andrew Colvile became the dominant policy-maker of the Hudson's Bay 

Company in 1850 after Governor Pelly's health deteriorated. Colvile's 

new status occasioned a new role for the Puget's Sound Agricultu.......-a,l 

Company. He frowned on the obligation of the fur tr-ctd.e company to pro

mote independent settlement on Vancouver Island and he favored system

atic, company-controlled emigration. 20 Although the chances were slim 

that independent settlers would emigrate to the island while free land 

was available in Oregon, Colvile was aware that the absence of settlers 

would put in doubt the sincerity of the Hudson's Bay Company's commit

ment to foster colonization. The dilemma could be avoided by using the 

agricultural company as an instrument for controlled settlement. Instead 

of the semi-independent farmers whom the Company had trjed to establish 

in Oregon, Colvile envisioned bailiffs and labourers bound to the Company 

by contracts and wages for five years. 21 The outline of this coloniza

tion project was publicized in August 1850: 

Colonization of Vancouver Island - Notice to Emigrants 

Parties wishing to emigrate to Vancouver Island are. 
informed that a SHIF or SHIPS, managed by the Hudson's 
Bay Company will sail for PORT VICTORIA (sic) in all 
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(sic) September. A few married men are wanted as bail
i f.'f,,, or managing farmers, who must have Bome property 
of their own, or be able to find some security to the 
amount of £JO. They will each have charge of a farm of 
600 or 700 acres, and European agricultural workers, 
i ~1 the proport.io:1 of five men to every 100 acres will 
be placed under them. Wages from £50 to £60 per annum 
with mainta.inance, under a contract for five years. 22 

The wage arrangements reflected the Compa.ny's awareness of the strone 

prospects of desertion. The bailiff's salary was guaranteed whatever the 

results of hls management might be. The workers would be hired directly 

by the Company and would be given the same discounts at the Hmison's 
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Bay Supply Shop in Victoria as fur trade employees. There would be great

er incentive to remain on the farms and it would he easiAr for the Com

pany to enforce adherence to contracts rather than a l:ailiff acting alone. 

Only four days after the publication of the notice Archil:ald Barclay, 

the secretary of the Hudson's Bay Company, and Edward Edwards Langford, 

a gentleman farmer from Sussex, reached a tentative agreement about the 

terms for the position of bailiff. The hiring of Langford is important 

because it typifies the lack of attention to relevant facts that marked 

the entire project of establishing the Puget's Sound Agricultural Company 

on Vancouver Island. The terms conceded to Langford were far more remun

erative than those originally advertized. His contract would run for 

fifteen years, subject to revision or termination a.t the behest o.f either 

party every five years provided six months notice were given. It took 

effect from the date of his arrival on the island. Langf oro was to receive 

not only an annual salary of £60, but also one-third of each year's profit 

from the farm. Although he was to be held responsible for one-third of any 

loss, the Company would expect him to make good only "provided he shall 

have previously realized or received profits to that extent". In the event 

that no profits were made for several years the losses would be deducted 
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from future profits. It was a strange contract in its implication that 

the longer it took Langford to begin to earn a profit, the more secure 

was his tenure of employment. 23 The Company was willing to offer these 

generous terms because it never doubted that large profits would be made. 

Such liberal terms certainly indicated that Barclay was much impressed 

with Langford whom he interviewed personally. So too did the fact that 

Langford felt he could demand that the Company pay for a first class 

passage for hi.mself and his family as a condition of his accepting the 

terms even before the office had received the majority of replies to the 

notice. 24 Further, when presenting his demand that he be pernlitted to tra

vel in style, Langford mentioned that he would be requesting testimonials 

from his neighbors. Thus, the Company was entering into an agreement with 

Langford of whom little was known except what he had told Ba.relay. The 

secretary did not even wince at the size and make-up of Langford's family 

- his wife, five daughters and a sister - all of whom would have to be fed 

at the Company's expense while they in no way contributed to the pros

perity of the farm. Yet, many later applicants were rejected for the stated. 

reason that their dependants were too numerous. 25 

The Company did not agree to Langford's demand for a first class 

passage, but the demand itself should have given the officers some pause to 

consider whether Langford expected to live like a gentleman farmer in a 

primitive colony. Langford was willing to pay in excess of £100 for a 

first class cabin even though he did not have the £JO security required by 

the Company. 26 To satisfy the offic;ers on the issue of security he took out 

a life insurance policy with the Corr:pany as beneficiary and paid the annual 

premium of £6 himself. 27 The directors remained confident that Langford 

was well qualified to mana.ge the breeding and raising of sheep even though 

none of the testimonials sent associated h:irn w.;.i.h that kind of husbandry. 
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The most definite state·ment about Langford's expertise was that he grew 

"heavy crops of turnips and corn", perhaps implying that he might have 

fattened sheep for market and, therefore, would ha.ve been familiar with 

only the last phase of sheep raising.
28 
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By 1850 the directors ha.d demonstrated all the major characteristics 

of their method of opera ting tlie Puget's Sound Agricultural Company on 

Vancouver Island. The Company would not be considered by them as an entity 

in its own right. Its use as a vehicle for controlJ:ing settlement illus

trates the fact that decisions regarding the farms were ba.sed on the needs 

of the HudsoP's Bay Company. This development was natural enough since the 

directors were chief administrators of both companies. Another consequence 

of dual management was that very little of the directors' time and atten

tion would be devoted to the problems of the farms. The directors, however, 

would fail to see their neglect ar, a cause for concern. They entertained 

an incredibly optimistic view of the capabili.ties of Vancouver Island as 

a farming country. Consequently, they minimized the obstacles impeding 

the establishment and prog-ress of the farms. Whenever London tried to play 

a direct role in the affairs of the farms, the results bore the marks of 

mis-management. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE FARMS 

The directors of the Puget's Sound Agricultural Company were familiar 

with the system of administration in the fur trade which comprised a hier

archy. The overseas governor George Simpson, although responsible to the 

Governor and Committee in London, exercised "virtually absolute" power 

over subordinates. 1 However, he acknowledged that local officers were in 

the best position to appraise situations and to make decisions on the spot. 

Simpson was willing to admit that a field officer might be justified in 

initiating a course of action which violated Company policy. 2 By contrast, 

the system of administration provided for the Puget's Sound Agricultural 

Company was chaotic a.~d self-destructive. It was composed of three levels, 

the London directors, the local agent and the bailiffs. There were no clear

ly defined limitations to the jurisdictions of the latter two offices. 

Eventually the bailiffs came to deny the right of the agent to govern their 

affairs i~ any respect. 

The chief officers reserved for themselves a direct role in the opera

tions of the farms. They insisted on determining what kind of crops the 

bailiffs should grow but their pronouncements served only to illustrate 

their abysmal ignorance of the conditions of Vancouver Island. The goals 

which they set for the far.ms were often contradictory and nearly always 

unrealistic. In July 1853 Andrew Colvile informed J. D. Pemberton, the 

Hudson's Bay Company's surveyor and land agent, that the bailiffs should 

concentrate on producing food for both human and work-animal consumption: 

The first thing our farmers ••• should do is to 
raise food, grain, potatoes, and animals. When 
they have raised a full supply for the market 
then they may with advantage turn their atten-
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tion to articles for export, sheep for wool, beef 
and pork for salting for shipping •••• 3 
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If followed, this program would have demanded intensive cultivation of the 

fields. Ex~ctly one week later, Colvile was the co-author of a letter which 

accused Langford of gross negligence because he had not given his flock of 

sheep priority and had not secured sufficient pasturage through "rough 

ploughing and sowing with timothy grass to extend the pasturage". Colvile 

was miffed that Langford had also failed to provide winter fodder by sowing 

oats, "even on rough ground and cut before ripe and made into hay."4 He now 

expected Langford to supply food for the workers from purchases at the fort. 

In 1855 the directors became convinced that wheat would become a 

profitable export commodity. In July of that year, they informed Kenneth 

McKenzie, since March of the previous year the Company's agent, that all 

efforts should be geared to growing wheat.5 This directive was based on ob

solete information. Two years previously, :i.n April 1853, the price of flour 

in San Francisco had d:ro.9ped to ten dollars a barrel from an earlier high of 

fifty dollars, and the Hudson's Bay Company started to import it into Vancou

ver Island for resale to the fledgline; Puget's Sound Agricultural Company's 

farms at thirteen dollars a barrel. At the same time, unground wheat was 

sold to employees of both companies at four shillings ($0.96) per bushel 

while the price to outsiclers was fifty per cent higher. By February 1855 the 

price to outsiders had more than doubled from 6/ to 12/6 per bushel. 6 This 

jump precipitated the July 1855 instructions to McKenzie to concentrate on 

wheat. The men in London were too late, however, for wheat had reached its 

ceiling. It remained at. this level for approximately two years, but by 1857 

it was beginning to drop again. 7 Ironically, it was just as McKenzie was 

reading his employers' wishes with respect to wheat, that they were casually 

informing the stockholders in London that the farms' best prospects for 
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success were in provisioning the Royal Navy with meat and vegetables. 8 

The directors' assessment of the market for specific items was ren

dered obsolete by the slowness of communication. Delays meant that the real 

decision-making power had to rest with the agent who could simply ignore 

London's orders. In 1853, shortly after the arrival of the two bailiffs 

Kenneth McKenzie and Thomas Skinner, the then agent for the Company, James 

Douglas, received a letter from the directors which expressed their fears 

that the peninsula reserved for some of the farms would not be suitable 

for agricultural purposes. They wished Douglas and Pemberton, the land 

agent, to consult with the two new bailiffs in selecting new sites for their 

farms. 9 :Rut by this time McKenzie had done much to establish his fa.rm on the 

peninsula. Nothing was done to try to induce either him or Skinner, who had 

done practically nothing, to move. Faced with a fait accompli, London kept 

silent. Douglas merely informed the directors that McKenzie and Skinner 

"appear to be pleased"to with their lands and, in fact, there were no com

plaints from either bailiff about his location. The incident did not make 

the men in London even dimly aware that their influence half a world_ away 

was non-existent. Only in 1857, after they sent Alexander Grant Dallas to 

enquire into the state of the farms, would they be told outright that they 

had deceived themselves in thinking that they could direct affairs from 

behind their desks. 11 

Belief in the efficacy of their management was but one reason why the 

directors failed to provide a strong local authority for the farms. Another 

reason was that they failed to perceive the need for one. In their distorted 

view of Vancouver Island they minimized the problems which the bailiffs 

encountered. As late as 1851 Douglas tried to make the directors reconsider 

the entire project by placing the problem of clearing the land in a context 

they could not possibly ignore. He stated that the cost of clearing would 
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be about eighty shillings an acre and that "with all the men in Victoria 

12 not fifty acres in a yea:r would be cleared". The directors' reply to this 

bit of news was a fresh assertion of their belief that the "pastures" of 

Vancouver Island were "richer than those at Nisqually11
•
13 

The directorff idyllic view of Vancouver Island seems to have had its 

counterpart in their conception of human nature. They anticipated that 

harmonious relations between the bailiffs would lessen the need for a super

visory agent. The directors believed that the bailiffs would co-operate 

with each other even though the wage arrangements of each bailiff made him 

put the interests of his particular farm ahead of the Company's good. It 

was expected that through the allocation of cultivating implements the farms 

would be made dependent upon and hence forced to co-operate with each other. 

Thus, when two bailiffs were making ready to leave Britain in 1852, one of 

them, Kenneth McKenzie, was given liberty to purchase whatever implements 

he desired, He was also told to inform the Company of such purchases so 

"that both parties do not go to market for the same article. 1114 Each bailiff 

had a share in the profits of his farm only; each was liable for a portion 

of any loss incurred on his farm. Consequently, shortages of implements 

and draught animals would be borne by each bailiff alone. 

London's neglect with respect to the office of agent is illustrated by 

both the failure to define adequately the duties of that office and by the 

selection of a man who lacked knowledge of agricultural matters to hold the 

office. When James Douglas was informed of his appointment as agent, he was 

told that his duties would be very light. He would act simply as a collector 

and forwarder of accounts and information: 

The Hudson's Bay Company ••• propose to appoint 
you their agent ••• to keep registers of all 
grants of land, to receive reports of all sur
veys, and to appoint people ••• to perform that 
or other duties which may be required •••• The 
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Puget's Sound Association will 15kewise give you 
similar authority as far as any land or stock 
they may have on the island. 15 
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A year later the agent's duties were expanded to include those of guardian 

of the Company's property: 

You will have forms ••• sent you by I hope the next 
mail. •• for your appointment as agent to the Puget's 
Sound Company •••• (It) will principally consist in 
checking the accounts of the Bailiffs and sueh 
supervision as a landlord would give to his estates. 16 

Each bailiff's contract CO!'ltained a clause which, in theory, made hi::n 

subservient to the agent in all things. He was bounci to 

strictly observe and obey all orders and regula-
tions with respect to th1:: farming management or 
cultivation of the said land or otherwise howso-
ever which he shall from time to time receive 
from the said Puget's Sourni AgricuJ. tnral Com-
pany or their official::; or agents in Vancouver 
Island.... 17 

However, the directors intended that the agent should not have any author

ity to interfere directly with the actual operations of the far.ms. Before 

leaving Britain, McKenzie was assured that Douglas would have nothing to 

do with the details and mode of cultivation, but that he did have the 

18 right to examine the farm's accou:its. 

Douglas restricted his activities to regulating relations between 

the several farms. He expected them to relieve each other of burd,3ns like 

surplus livestock and he attempted to smooth possible conflicts of interest 

before they became causes of friction. His views were based on a letter, 

sent soon after Langford, which allowed him to allocate tarming imple

ments as he saw fit. 19 What criterion Douglas empl:)yed when parcelling 

out the implements is unknown, but it most assuredly did not stem from an 

acquaintance with the needs of the farms. After the four farms had been 

established there appeared a great variation in the kind and quality of 

implement owned by each. Esquirnalt Fa.rm appears to have been the best 
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equipped both in terms of variety and excellence. Some of the implements 

there were of the Crosskill patent and all but one of the plough frames 

were made of iron. 20 Skinner was unhappy with his allotment; he complained 

that " ••• many articles selected by me ••• have been sent to other farms ...... 21 

He was left with a smaller assortment than was Langford and most of his 

ploughs had wooden frames with an attendant risk of breakage. McKenzie 

seems to have kept within his possession a large number of different tYPeS 

of ploughs, but no evidence suggests that he had any other kind of imple-
22 ment. 

Further evidence of Douglas' lack of qualifications for administering 

the farms came to light when the Hudson's Bay Company land a~ent, J. D. 

Pemberton, all but condemned Douglas' choice of the peninsula as i.he site 

of thEi agricultural company's reserve: 

••• of those (farms) at Esquimalt and the small 
Peninsula marked CD on the sketch map for agri
cultural purposes, I have but a poor opinion. 
These do not conta.in much land, a large propor
tion of this is gravelly and pasture is insuf
ficient for a large farming establishment. 23 

However, the directors did not see any reason yet to replace Dougl~. as 

agent. 

Through his lack of experience Douglas created the conditions for a 

major disaster to the Company's property. Although he entertained a poor 

opinion of the soil and its capabilities and had even mentioned the enor

mous cost involved in clearing the land, he inexplicably sent an order to 

24 Nisqually for sheep and horses. Consequently, tbere was a flock of 4-02 

sheep, mostly of the Southdown breed, to greet Langford when he first 

set foot on the land he was supposed to convert into a farm. 25 A few weeks 

later a second shipment increased the flock to 1,200 animals. 26 The prob

lem of feeding the sheep was especially acute owing to the pampered care 

which the Southdown breed must have. A Southdown's chief value was in its 
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mutton, and to keep it tender it was necessary to provide it with as much 

fodder from crops as possible in order to reduce the need to wander in 

search of food, an exercise which toughened the meat, to a minimum. In 

Sussex, native home of the Southdown, the general rule on a sheep farm was 

,.a sheep to an acre"27 assuming that every acre in some way contributed to 

the care of the flock. If Esquimalt Fa.rm had been developed so intensely, 

it would still have had double the maximum recommended number of sheep. 

Serfous as this problem was, Douglas had made it insurmountable by 

neglecting to provide Langford. with the means to deal with it. Clearing 

and intensive ploughing would. have to precede any planting of seed. In 

Langford's county of Sussex, the l,md had. been ploughed for centuries; it 

still required a team of eight oxen to pull the plough. 28 Douglas was able 

to find only two oxen for Langford when the bailiff arrived and another 

two shortly thereafter. There were also some horses, "unbroken animals 

only two years (old)", but being of a small breed they were not suitable 

for pulling ploughs thro~gh new soii. 29 Nevertheless, the horses ate their 

share of the available food and the cost of them was added to the debit 

of the farm. All the animals faced a threatening shortage of food in the 

winter since Langford's arrival in May 1851 came too late in the agricul

tural year to accomplish anything. Luckily, there were no losses from 

starvation that winter; "remarkably mild" weather prevailed which permit

ted them to find sufficient forage. 30 

Douglas' precipitate action in importing the sheep had two immediate 

adverse effeicts on Langford. The animals, valued at five shillings each, 

added to the cost of the oxen and horses, placed his farm in debt to 

Nisqually to the amount of i::J52/5 while the freight charges added another 

£270. 31 The following year Douglas transferred to La..'lgf ord another 781 

sheep. In the meantime the market value of the first flock had deteri.ora-
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ted because the animals' diet, combined with the effort expended in find

ing it, had. toughened them. There was only one bright spot in the affair: 

no rams had been included in the first transfer so the ewes werP. able to 

suffer the conditions of the island better than had they been carrying 

lambs. 

Disaster befell the flock in the early months of 1853 and the res

ponsibility was laid at Langford's door by the direct.ors. Langford's ver

sion of what ha.ppened was written as an attempt to lay the blame on Douglas. 

According to Langford, Douglas began making a series of bad decisicns 

around Christmas, 1852. At that time the agent informed Langford of his 

intention to transport "five hundred sheep and some cattle" from Nisq_ually 

to Esq·,_;imal t w1 thin a r,~w weeks. Langford doubted the wisdom of this plan 

because his range land was already supporting too many sheep. A change for 

the worse in the still miJd weather would mean starvation for much of his 

present flock. However, Douglas countered Langford's suggestion that the 

proposed transfer wait until spring with an objection that no boat ~ould 

be avaHable t.hen. He al::;o as;c;ured. Langford that whters on the isl·~.nd 

presented no danger; "Trusting in you:r knowledge of the weatht:1r, I finally 

consented." Instead of the five hur.dred sheep, more than seven hu:--,dred 

were transferred, "in most wretched. conditinn". They had been confic1ed to 

a scow for n.ve days without food and on the day follo1ting their arrival 

snow fell and covered the ground for ten days. Three to four hundred 

anima~s died. Langford, in an effort to prevent another such inishap, sold 

two hundred and thirty sheep to James Cooper, an independent s,:ttler, but 

Douglas "frowned on re:luctions ir1 the flock". Thus, Lar.gford had to refuse 

an offer fr.o'.ll HMS Thet.i.s to buy mutton. The anima1s continued to lose 

weight. s,, Langford prevailed on Douglas to permit hi ill to sell to tht1 Royal 

Navy. By tht) tirne Douglas consent,ed the Navy was buying its supplies fr::;m 
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the fort. Langford was able to sell only a few thin sheep which, owing 

to their reduced weight, brought a very low price. In the summer before 

this chain of events developed the flock had. suffered a smaller loss; 

because of the ignorance of Langford's workers 

••• they killed ninety-six sheep at washing time 
in a few moments, and, whereby afterwards fol
lowing my instructions they had first received 
upwards of 1600 sheep were washed without the 
loss of one on the same spot; whenever I have 
reprimanded them for their negligence or mis
conduct they have often at once quitted the 
charge of their flock and oftener threatened 
to do so. 33 

From the day of its found.ing to the winter of 1853 the rate of pro

gress on Esquimalt Farm had been slow. In his previous reports Douglas 
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had cited Langford's elaborate but substantial buildings and the unco

operative behaviour of his workers as reasons for the lack of agricultur

al activities. 34 Langford's letter accusing him of bad judgment and of 

making the decisions was an unexpected slap to which Douglas reacted 

strongly. Langford's motives, he wrote, were purely mercenary; he was 

trying to escape the clause in his contract which made him liable for one

third of any loss incurred on the farm. 35 Douglas claimed that Langford's 

incompetence was to blame for the recent disaster; the bailiff was "not 

capable of managing" more than five hundred sheep. So far he had cultiva

ted only twenty acres of land and had sown only fourteen of them. After 

nearly two years under Langford, "the whole establishment is fed from 

Victoria", there being "not a mouthful of food produced last season." 

Completely absent from Douglas' letter was any mention of Langford's workers 

or of his building program as mitigating circumstances. 

The bitterness Douglas felt toward Langford was betrayed when he 

turned to a defense of his actlons in the affair. He all but called Lang

ford a liar. Contrary to the bailiff's contention that the sheep range at 
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his disposal was too small for the size of the flock, it was really "one 

of the largest ranges on Vancouver Island, extending from Port Esquimalt 

to Pedder Bay nearly seven miles," On it were "only 1600 sheep,. but it 

was "capable of feeding many more than that number." Instead of between 

three and four hundred sheep dying, as Langford stated, the actual number 

was closer to six hundred, But the major thrust of Douglas' letter was to 

establish that all of the fateful decisions had been made by Langford. 

Douglas claim~,d to have advised Langford to sell his wedders but the bailiff 

refused. When he did finally agree to sell, he could obtain a price of only 

twenty-one shillings 3- head, "too low to cover the cost of sheep and trans

port from Nisq_ually." Moreover, Langford rejected a further suggestion 

that he give some sheep to other parties in return for half of the lrtmbs 

weaned, The only area of common agreement w:ith Langford's accmrnt was with 

regard to the decision to trarisfer the sheep from Nisqually; Douglas did 

not deny that he had made it. 

Although the bailiff's contract clearly made him subject to the agent. 

and in spite of the fact that the directors were presented with two contra

dictory versions of the facts, they had no hesitation in assigning blame 

for the disaster to Langford, It was inevitable that they do so for, if 

Douglas were held responsible, the Company would be unable to recover a 

portion of the loss. The case served to define roughly the relationshlp 

between the agent and the bailiff. The wording of the contract notwith

standing, the directors considered th~t Douglas' responsibility for the 

sheep involved in the transfer halted at the bou.11daries of Esquimalt Farm.36 

Once on the property, they were totally in La.'1gford 's charge. The directors 

did not address themselves to the question of whether the decision to 

transfer the sheep had been a wise one. Their verdict contradicted their 

later assurances to Kenneth McKenzie that the agent would have nothing to 
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do with the operation of the farms; that was precisely what was happening 

to Esquimalt Farm. The principle in the verdict was that the agent was 

supreme in matters involving two or more farms in a common issue while 

the bailiffs would each be supreme in strictly internal matters on their 

farms • .But the entire affair shows that it was unrealistic for the direc

tors to believe that they could keep the two spheres of authority so com

pletely separate. 

A possible reason for the directors' facile condemnation of Langford 

is the correspondence they received at that time from J. D. Pemberton, In 

it the land agent compared the chaos of the other Company farms unfavorab

ly with the organization exhibited by the newly a.r:dved McKenzie. Pemberton 

described the system of husbandry on the other farms as "wild cattle farm

ing", meaning "large bands of cattle wandering over extensive tracts of 

country". The disadvantages of this system, he wrote, were that it inter

fered with the proper breeding of stock and the young were killed by "wolves 

and Pumas", and by Indians and America.'ls. Slaughtering was done by shooting 

the beasts from horseback and many that were wounded crept into the bush 

to die. Moreover, while the market for fat beef was said to be very high, 

the product of the farms was lean. The solution was a simple one dictated 

by common sense; Pemberton suggested that the farms should raise fewer 

animals and keep them enclosed, especially cattle which, when wild, could 

not be hc..ndled. He implied a lack of faith in Langford by singling out 

Kenneth McKenzie as a model farmer, asserting that if the Company had more 

men like him it would be "as profitable a concern as could be wished. 037 

Langford was the victim of circumstances. It would do him little 

good that eventually Thomas Skinner would support his claim that the range 

at Esquimalt was not large enough to support more than a fraction of the 

sheep Douglas placed on it. 38 Pemberton's letter corroborated Douglas' 
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replying to both correspondents they intimated that unless the bailiff 

improved his performance soon, his service with the Company would be ter

minated.39 Their disenchantment with him was intensified by the receipt 
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of a further piece of bad news. John Miles, an accountant sent out to visit 

the Hudson's Bay Company's establishments on the Pacific coast, forwarded 

the information that although all the other Puget's Sound Agricultural 

Company farms were performing profitably in the yeax ending October 1852, 

Esquimalt Farm lost £1257/18/1.4o Langford, oblivious to the blows to his 

reputation, picked this very time to send, via Douglas, a demand that the 

Company reimburse him £100, the amount spent by him as paxt-payment for 

his first-class cabin on the voyage from Britain. He felt insulted that 

he had. been required to pay for his cabin himself while McKenzie and 

Skinner had been granted the same accomodation at Cornpa .. '1.y expense. He was 

upset also by the requirement that he take out an insurance policy as 

security for the Company while no such demand had been placed on the two 

new bailiffs. He insisted the Company return the sum of £18 for the three 

yecJis during which he had paid the premiums on his policy.41 

The verdict of the directors on the issue of responsibility for the 

loss of Langford's sheep was understandable in the light of the corres

pondence from and about Langford. But while the directors may have felt 

that they had disposed of the matter in a fair manner, their verdict would 

have serious repercussions in the future. All the bailiffs, and particular

ly Langford, learned that they were considered by London to be ultimately 

responsible regardless of who made the decision. Small wonder that soon 

they would begin to resist the agent. 

In purely internal matters, the directors lived up to their promise 

that the bailiffs would be free from the authority of the agent. For example, 
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the building of the Esquimalt, Constance Cove and Craigflower Farms suggests 

that the, bailiffs had so much independence that they begari. to think of them

selves as equal in status to the agent. Each farm became the physical man

ifestation of its bailiff's a.mbitions. 

Langford seems to ha.ve wanted to be the squire of a small country 

village. In spring 1852 Douglas sent a report to London which stressed the 

slowness with which agriculture was being developed on Esquimalt Farm; only 

five acres "at most" had been cultivated.42 The reason Douglas cited was 

the length of time Langford. took to complete his buildings. The directors 

had intended that Dougla.s erect Langford's buildings before the bailiff 

arrived. They expected nothing elaborate, simply buildings of an ad. hoc 

nature which would permit Langford to tend immediately to the business of 

preparing the land.LI.) These instructions arrived after Langford, but Dougla.s, 

anticipating them, began building in April. 44 Langford was disdainful of 

his efforts: "The frames only of two houses were up close together, the 

roofs on with two large holes left in the middle for chj mneys. ,.45 Either 

because of Langford's decision to begin afresh, or perhaps due to the 

labour shortage, Douglas withdrew the three Canadian carpenters who had 

been employed on the buildings. Langford was left to construct his build

ings with only the assistance of his farm labourers, "who had never had an 

axe in their hands." There was not even any lumber on the island at that 

time. 46 These considerations certainly prolonged the building of Esqulmalt 

Farm, but there is a more subtle cause. 

Vancouver Island represented to Langford a chance to regain his former 

statiou in society. A "reversal of fortunes 1147 had drjven him to seek em

ployment with the Company. He never allowed himself to forget that he had 

48 
once been a "gentleman". His demand for a fi.rst-class passage was as much 

an expression of a desire to maintain distarice between himself and the 
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representati.ves of the working class as it was a. preference for material 

comfort. The distinction between a gentleman and a labourer was extremely 

difficult to preserve after reaching the island. For several days the 

La.ngfords and the farm workers were forced to share the same wretched 

accomodation. 49 The building of Esquimalt Farm and particularly the home 
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he built for his family was an expression of his wish to erase the memories 

of the recent unhappy past through re-creating hh~ former circumstances as 

a gentleman farmer in Sussex. 

All other buildings were constructed mainly of timber, but the Langford 

re.sidence combined timber, stone and brick.50 It was actually formed of 

several buildi.ngs joined by passageways.51 The farm house had a floor area 

of 1,500 square feet. It was divided into six rooms, each oiled ru1d plas

tered throughout, and five of the rooms cor..tained fireplaces. Connected 

to the residence was a second structure about half its size, which housed 

the school-room where tht~ Misses Langford taught, a kitchen, storeroom, 

and pantry. At one end of this building ~~d pa.rallel to the house was a 

back kitchen.52 In the space enclosed on three sides by these edifices 

was a wood house, a small bake house with a brick oven, and a garden pro

tected by a picket fence. This complex was the centre of the far.m; it stood 

on high ground overlooking the farm buildings and cottages and it was 

estimated by Langford to be worth £1ooo.5J 

Langford's domicile demonstrates that he looked upon himself as a 

person of considerably more standing than a mere bailiff. The paternalism 

he displayed towards his workers indicates that he thought of himself as 

the squire of a "closed" country village.54 His attitude to the care of 

those under him was governed by a sense of duty to create an atmosphere 

which would have a salutarJ effect o~ their moral character. At least such 

was the rationaJ.e he used when he gave as his priority the need to provide 
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the workers with "decent and comfortable" dwellings~5These dwellings 

were far superior to anything hes workers had ever experienced. Only four 

of the cottages were one-room buildings. They varied in size from 144 to 

375 square feet, making them roomier than their English counterparts. They 

were constructed of logs and each boasted a fireplace. There were two 

double-room cottages, each measuring 37.5 square feet and containing a 

fireplace. Unlike the traditional English cottage, they were finished in

side with plastered walls to reduce draughts. The two largest cottages, 

really duplexes, measured 800 square feet each and had all of the afore

mentioned features. Langford expected that substantial buildi.ngs would 

increase the Yalue of the farm and he hoped that tMs value would be 

entered against the deficit.56 But he was indulging in wishful thinking. 

His contract stated explicitly that " ••• no value whatever shall be set 

on any houses or buildings of whatever description erected by the labourers 

on the said land. 1157 

Langford's attempts to maintain an aloofness from the workers added 

to the time and expense of establishing the farm. It made necessary the 

digging of two wells and the erection of two brick ovens. It seems also 

that he built in excess of the needs of the fa.rm. He built three cowsheds, 

each measuring fifty by sixteen feet, and a fourth smaller one. These he 

proudly described as "weather boarded and fitted up complete".58 All were 

finished by 1855 although the number of cattle on his farm never surpassed 

the forty-six he had in 1856.59 By contrast, Kenneth McKenzie, bailiff of 

Craigflower Farm, a man very solicitous for the care of his livestock, saw 

fit in May 1855 to house his sixty-nine cattle in only two large sheds and 

a third smaller one.60 When completed, Esquimalt Farm included,besides 

those buildings already mentioned,a lime kiln, a brick kiln, two pig stys, 

a horse stable, a granary, a large barn, and a dairy and cheese house with 
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stone walls eighteen incht1s thick. WhHe it is impossible to determine 

how long all this buHding activity took, the first sign that it was 

finished appeared in October 1,353.61 

For most of the time during which the buildings were being erect~d 

Douglas restricted his involvement to a few dry comments which, on the 

surface, suggest that he disapproved of the extent of it. For example, 

ln ,January 1B52 he noted that Langford's chief attention was devoted to 

construction, "which makes no immediate return", and that the £900 

already spent on servants' wages and provisions "certainly exceeds the 

1 "' t· · t "62 
Y t th t ' t · bel · · tat va ue o~ :-ie improvemen s. e , e agcn . s ac 10m; 1e h1s s ement. 

At the same time as he was criticizing Langfrod to the directors, he was 

co~veying to the bailiff his delight at the propect of the latter wilding 

63 a schoolroom. By now there were several empty cottages on the farm since 

Douglas himself had reduced Langford's original complement of men from 

thirty tc twenty-four and was about to cut it by a further ten. 64 Douglas' 

final co,:iment on the building of Esquimal t Farm becomes easier to understand 

in spite of its beiag contrary to his earlier denunciations. He praised 

Langford's establishment as " ••• neat and the work on the buildings was 

executed at far less cost than the buildings are now worth. 1165 Douglas 

returned to this theme when he defended Langford agaL'lst the Company's 

attempt to evict him. 66 Obviously, the rift that had occured between the 

two men in early 1853 soon healed without trace. 

As with Langford, Douglas merely observed McKenzie and Skinner as 

they went about their task of putting up their farm buildings. McKenzie 

treated the other colonists to a spectacular display of organization and 

progress that earried for himself unqualified praise from Douglas and others. 

McKenzie carri.ed out his project in three major phases. Only six days 

after disembarking, the carpenters and blacksmiths and all single men 
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were sent from the fort, where the entire party had been staying, to 

begin work on the shops and sawmill. 67 It was the intention of the direc

tors to make of McKenzie's farm a centre of supply and services for the 

surrounding area and he had brought with h::m a small portable steam engine 

which could be fitted either to circular saws or to millstones, as well as 

to machinery for planing or moulding wood. 68 

Only after the service buildings were erected and the sawmill put 

into operation did McKenzie direct his attention to housing his workers 

who had been living in a half-finished frame building on the site. 69 The 

number of labourers' cottages eventually reached twenty-one and the 

majority were put up between March JO and December 31 1853, during which 

time a great many other projects, such as an improved blacksntlth shop, a 

vegetable garden, the digging of a well, and brick-making were 'being car

ried out. 70 The lumber for the cottages came from the sawmill which most 

certainly expedited matters and accounted for the vast difference in time 

used. by McKenzie and La11gford. Technology unavailable to one allowed. the 

other to build so much more in far less time 

Again unlike Langfonl, McKenzie had little appreciation for rank 

or comfort. His family was first housed in a cottage completed by April JO. 

It could not have been very large or very different in any way from the 

workers' abodes, considering that so much other activity was going on at 

the same time. Yet, McKenzie was conter:t to remain in it for three years 

until Craigflower Manor wa.s finished. 71 AI1other contrast between the two 

bailiffs is that from the outset the Scot attempted to minimize his farm's 

dependance on outside sources for provisions, as the above-mentioned 

garden and a potato field suggest. 72 Wheat was not sown until November 1 

1853, but the flour mill erected by October 11 began to grind wheat from 

other farms in the district within a month. 73 Craigflower Farm showed early 
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promh,e of at least being able to ma:inta:in itself. 

The contra.st between the early achievements of McKenzie and Langford 

make it understandable why Douglas could laud McKenzie's "tact and de

cision" and why Pemberton could consider h5.m to be the Company's only 

hope, but their verdict was not entirely just. 74 McKenzie, unlike Langford, 

was not burdened by Douglas with the problem of caring for a large number 

of sheep. 75 Although horses, cows and pigs were present on his farm, they 

did not require a comparable degree of intensive care. While McKenzie 

seemed more suited by temperament than Langford to frontier farming, much 

of his early success could be attributed to happy circumstances. Extremely 

self-confident, he minimized. the problems to be faced in transforming a 

rocky, wooded piece of land into a productive farm. In his impetuous rush 

to set up his farm, he failed first to determine the presence of fresh 

water. Had the fortw1ate discovery of water on June 2, 1853 not occured, 

all his efforts thus far would have been useless. 76 

While McKenzie was making an auspicious beginning during the spring 

and summer of 1853, Thomas Skinner of Constance Cove Farm floundered a.bout 

in a state o:f indecision and confusion. From hi:c; first letter to his em

ployers it is clear that he was woefully unprepared. to meet the harsh 

demands imposed by a frontier country. He laid before the directors a 

litany of the sorrows which he had to bear and a list of excuses p:rofferod 

as reasons for the lack of any constructive activities on the site of his 

farm. First, his and another family, ten persons, were sharing a two-roorn 

cottage containing boxes for beds and chairs. Second, Douglas had erec-

ted the fr-dme of a building intended for his use but, because it was 

designed to have neither doors nor windows nor fireplace, it was unsuit

able for his family. He would have to start building his residence from the 

ground. The aba.ndoned frame was, however, used to house labourers; all of 
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thP.m were placed insi(ie it until Langford lent him the use of two vacant 

cottages at Esquimalt Farm. But, having removed the majority of his work 

force across Esquimalt Bay, it was now impossible to do anything in the 

way of cultivation. Although Skinner had been informed before he left 

Britain about the condition of the country to which he was emigrating, 
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his letter shows that he was aghast at what he saw. The land had no fences 

on it; consequently much time would be lost in searching for wandering 

animals. The scucity and smallness of the draught animals prevented 

him from ploughing, "thus fifty acres of prairie land are untouched need

lessly."77 

Three months after his arrival he outlined the course of action he 

had finally resolved to fol.low. For the rest of the year he would concen

trate upon building housing for the workers. He had already made a start 

by nailing "boards and mats" to the frame Douglas had erected. Whatever 

time was still available after the housing crisis was solved would be used 

to put what land he could into a fit state to receive winter grain. 78 

Colvile's reaction to this pleading was an angry, acid retort which 

he fired off immediately. He warned Skinner that the content of his letter 

has created in my mind very serious doubts whether 
you are at all adapted for the situation and busi-
ness which you have undertaken. You write as if 
you had expected to enter u:pon a farm so fully es-
tablished as any one in Essex, and with all the 
facilities to be found in this country •••• The 
nature and state of the country was distinctly 
explained to you, and you were told that ••• you 
would find a great deal was required to be done by 
yourself and your men, to the buildings required 
for the accomodation of your family, and of your 
servants, as well as for the purpose of carrying on 
the fa.rm •••• I infer from your letter that you and 
they did nothing but grumble and complain that 
other people did not do the work fo:r you. 79 

This remonstrance failed to spark Skinner. He followed the plan he had 

set before Colvile. By October Douglas was able to write of him that all 
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of his men were living in some of the eight cottages built during the sum

mer, although there were now only five workers left, and that a large f:rame 

barn and stable had also been constructed. Other buildings were put up 

after the harvest. An inventory made in january 1654 lists sheds, a block 

house and other fa....."'Dl buildings. 80 Most of these structures were built 

through contracts with outside workers, notably Canadia.;,S and ''Kanakas" 

(Hawaiians). Skinner's own men were needed to cultivate and harvest the 

two hundred bushels of potatoes and the three hundred bushels of turnips 

that were the farm's total produce in its first year. 81 The buildings were 

valued at$ 3,462.00, or i:'/12/1/10. 82 The produce was consum1:,d by the farm 

itself and represented no profit to the Company. 

While all the farms exhibited differer.t growth patterns and rates, in 

one respect they were similar; each of them rar. into debt early in its 

history. In part, tMs situation arose out of the bailiffs' freedom from 

any control on expenditure. The account books of the Company, although 

incomplete, shew that the bailiffs made full use cf this freedom. Langford's 

farm owed £1+79/12/1 by the end of the fiscal year 1851.83 In the following 

/ 
84 twelve months Langford spent a furthe:r £931 16 on goods. The total expen-

diture on supplies in the farm's third year wa.s £1039/2. 85 Although the 

amount of goods bought seems to have increased from one year to the next, 

at the same time the number of people on the farm was decreasing. 86 The 

discrepancy can be explained in part by Langford's taste for the finer 

things in life and his habit of acting as a lavish host. 87 His personal 

account which was charged to the Company had entries for alcoholic bever

ages in quantities which the direct.ors thought excessive. In one yea:r 

alone he spent £23/1/7 on "liquors" and he bought fifty-nine gallons of 

brandy, four gallons of rum, two gallons of whiskey, and five of wine. 88 

The next two yea.rs saw this pattern of high expenditure continued; £880 
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in 1854 and more than £1200 in 1855 were spent at the supply shop. 89 The 

farm's total deficit by the latter year was i/:;752/13/3, made up of items 
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including besides the above expenses, wages to workers, money owed for 

livestock, freight charges, debts to other fa..">"Ins for services and materials, 

and the five per cent interest charge on the unpaid balance of each previous 

year's debt. 90 

Spending was also high on the other farms. There was less reason for 

Skinner and McKenzie to hold down their expenses for the first three years, 

the length of the period of grace durin.g which the deficit of their farms 

would be borne entirely by the Company. 91 Craigflower Farm owed to the 

supply shop in Victoria £3569/8/3 after one year, out of a total deficit 

of £5650/14/10. By the end. of the second year the total deficit was f.!9822/9; 

f2Y+1/2/2 of this increased debt wa.s for supplies. In mid-1856 the total 

deficit was £15931/16/2. The farm had bought a further £6234/18/8 worth of 

goods from the Hudson's Bay Company. 92 McKenzie's expenditures were a result 

of his greater ambitions. Besides :investing in a boat to trade with the 

mainland and in some heavy capital goods, he began a store in 1B55 to serve 

the Company's workers. 93 He proved to be a. poor businessman. In 1858 it 

wa.s disclosed by Dallas that 

Mr McKenzie has been without authority buying 
goods instead of remitting his funds home, thus 
taking upon himself the duties of a merchar:t. The 
result, irrespective of its being foreign to his 
business of a farme~ is bad, as some of the goods 
have been on hand for several yea.rs, and it is 
doubtful when they can all be cleared off. 94 

Skinner may have been slow to begin any constructive work about his 

farm, but he spent as avidly as a~yone else. While the records of the 

Company are very deficient in material relating to Constance Cove's finan

ces, they indicate that in its first yea:r of existence it owed £1884/8/J 

for supplies, out of a total debt of £2579/7/4. 95 
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The nature of the Puget's Sound Agricultural Company's reserve on 

Vancouver Island demanded a highly centralized system for ad.ministering 
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it if it were to be used for both raising livestock and crops for human 

consumption. The land was so poor that the variety of crops it could 

produce was quite limited. Wheat, barley, oats, peas, potatoes and tur

nips were all that were ever produced. Esquima.lt Farm was able to realize 

a respectable return from wheat and led in the production of oats and 

peas but it seems to have had the least success of all the farms in grow

ing turnir,s. Thonia.s Skinner's farm was the best potato producer, but in 

most of its other crops its yield was lower than that of Esquimalt Farm. 

McKenzie's Craigflower Farm was the least productive, except for its 

turnips b whlch it excelled. There was no practica of crl)p rotatio:1, b:.it 

McKenzie was toying with the idea of establishing a four or five-course 

system. Craigflower Farm had the least amou~1t of land suitable for ci1l

tiv-a.tion; only eighty of its more than seven hundred acres could be so 

11sed. The need for it to specialize in those crops which it could produce 

best is evident, but the same need existed 0:1 the other farms. The total 

useful acreage on the three largest farms of the Company was 517 acres, 

exclusive of pasture land. 96 If, as the directors seem to have expected, 

the farms were to maintain their large flocks, feed themselves and export 

surplus produce, then it was necessary for each to concentrate on growing 

its most successful crops rather than duplicating the efforts of the other 

farms. This circumstance created the need for an immediate and powerful 

authority who would oversee and direct the bailiffs. Such authority was 

sadly la.eking. Inst~ad, the directors created a weak system of ad.ministra

tion in which authority was divided between agent and bailiffs. The two 

most significant results w1:>re that the Company was very quickly saddled 

with a large and growing de.ht and that the bailiffs became accustomed to 
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the idea. of complete ind.ependence. Future atte'l1pts to bring them more 

securely under the agent's control would be rebuffed. Even had the direc

tors provided thE, proper system of administration, the choice of Douglas 

as acent was still an 1.,;nwise one. His blur1derings created seri<,us problems 

for Lane-ford who was held accountable by London for the outcome. It was 

likely that confidence in such a.n agent wou1d decline, but l,y the time 

the directors (lecided to revise the system, irreparable damage had been 

done. 



CHAPTER THREE 

THE NEW AGENT AND THE BAILIFFS 

In 1854 the directors replaced James Douglas as the agent for the 

Company. They intended that the new incumbent, Kenneth McKenzie, should 

exercise a wider range of authority. This extension of power meant that 

the bailiffs would have less responsibility for the management of their 

farms, alt~'lough the modification was not accompanied by a change in the 

salary arrangements with the bailiffs. For some of the ba:Uiffs the 

change of administration implied that they would have to become more open 

about the financial status of their farms and consequently would be 

forced to alter their life styles. There was little inducement to accep

ting the authority of the agent. Unde:r. McKenzie, whatever authority had 

ex"tsted prior to his assuming the office of agent had virtually evapora

ted within a year. 

'-1-0 

During his quarrel with Langford, Douglas had suggested to the 

directors that each farm be limited to spending only £500 per anrium for 

provisions. 1 The suggestion, made in a moment of exasperation with Langford, 

did not accurately reflect Douglas' opinion on the proper way of adminis

tering the farms. As it would have fallen to the agent to see that such 

a limit was honoured and to deal with the offending bailiff should it be 

violated, Douglas was recommending an increase in the agent's authority. 

Yet, in the previous year he had made a suggestion which, if followed, 

would have all but done away with the agent's position. In April 1852 

he had stated his view that the Company should abandon its scheme of 

developing a few large farms; their sheer size alone was an obstacle to 

their development. In a country such as Vancouver Island the cost per acre 
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of clea.ring the land was enormous and. only the Company had enough money 

to underwrite the expense. 2 Naturally 1 in return for assuming the burden, 

the Company expected the major portion of profits to accrue to it. Douglas 

thought that such an arrangement failed to provide the bailiff with a.11 

incentive attrd-cti ve enough to make him want to put his farm on a profit

able basis as soon as possible. He recommended that the Company set up 

small farms on which the cost of clearing land would not be so prohibitive 

as to prevent the bailiff from sharing the cost and becoming a.11. equal 
') 

partner with the Company. '!'le profits would be divided in half • .., By fixing 

the farmer's remuneration to the profit of his fa.rm the Compar:y lwuld cause 

him to :'impose his own limits on spending and to regulate his building 

activities so that only work that was absolutely nece:,ssary would be done. 

Under this scheme the agent's role would be reduced to collecting and for-

warding accounts. 

London turned a deaf ear to Douglas' idea.s. There was not ever: an 

4 
allusion to the smal1 farm scheme in Colvile's reply to his letter. As to 

the notion that a ceiling should be placed on the bailiffs' spending powers, 

Colvile rejected it. Even while he was expressing his great annoyance witL 

Langford and Skinner he was still clinging to his optimism that the bailiffs 

would manage to turn things around on their farms: 

The gentlemen in charge of the farms will have to 
be supplied_ with provisions or rations for them
selves and their men as Jong as it may be neces
sary, but if they are attentive and industrious 
they should soon be able to maintain themselves. 5 

The decision not to curtail expenditures was logical and just, given the 

existing system of administration and the status of the bailiffs within it. 

If the bailiff was fully accountable for whatever happened on his farm, 

then he had to be given full freedom to buy whatever he deemed essential 

to the farm's progress without interference from anyone. The knowledge 
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that he was liable for one-third of the losses incurred would, the direc

tors hoped, inspire each bailiff to watch over his own expenses. However, 

during the months that followed the directors' rebuff of Douglas' scheme, 

they gradually changed their minds. They did not address themselves speci

fically to the question of curbing the bailiffs' spending powers, but they 

intended to limit them by cha.nGi•1g the system of administration. 

The change came without any warning: 

••• we tb:Jnk the undivided attention of a Gentle
man thoroughly acquainted with the i:nproved sys
tem of agriculture is requ.ired to attain success 
in our operations.... 6 

The removal. of Douglas was 1.n no way intended to cast a bad reflection on 

his fullfillment of the duties of the agent. The directors* reference to 

"undivided attention 11 suggests that they felt Douglas had too many other 

responsibilit.les and should be relieved of the agent's tasks. Douglas con-

curred with this opinicm; writing to William F'raser 1'olmie, ba.il:i.ff of 

Nisq_ually, he mentioned his removal with an almost audible sigh of relief. 7 

The directors' reference to a "thorough" knowledge of agriculture, until 

now not a requirement for the agent, implies that from henceforth the 

occupant of the office would be more intimately involved with the farming 

operations. 

McKenzie's duties were of a. broader nature than Douglas' had been. His 

letter of appointment gave him 

full power to superintend and regulate the manage
ment of the several fanm of the Company placed 
under the immediate charge of ~.r. Langford, Vir. 
Skinner, a.11d Mr. Maccauley (sic) according to the 
special agreements made with the Gentlemen.... 8 

The ~•special agreements", it will be remembered, made each bailiff subject 

to the supervision of the agent. As if to impress this point more deeply, 

the directors wrote a second letter to McKenzie on the same day emphasizing 

the fact that he was assuming 11the Agency generally and more espec.ially the 
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Superintending charge and direction of the ma.riagement of the other farms." 

His salary as agent would be ten per cent of the net profit realized from 

the four farms on the island and he would continue to receive his 'bailiff's 

salary also. 9 

While the directors said nothing at this time about placing a limit 

on expendi.tures, McKenzie was given the right to regulate each farm's spend

ing and he could set whatever limit he wished for each. He promised his 

superiors he would put an end to wastages of time and money which resul-

t d f t d 1 f " b · 1d· " 
10 

Du • h' t e rom a grea ea o unnecessary ui ing • ring is enure as 

agent he frequently resorted to the threat of cutting off supplies from 

Fort Victoria when one or another 'ba.:t liff r~:fut~ea to comply with his orders. 11 

The entire issue of limiting expenditures was critical to harmonious 

relations between agent and bailiff. The latter were still responsible for 

one-third of any losses on their farms, even though the fault for the 

losses might lie wlth the agent. McKenzie tried to use his power as a club 

to ensure submission from the bailiffs. Legally, he had no right to 

threaten to cut off supplies because the Company was committed to provid~.ng 

the labourers and bailiffs with food. But McKenzie was not in the habit of 

considering such intangibles as legalities before proceeding with his plans. 

McKenzie's reply to his notice of appointment exuded confidence and 

optimism. It could only have reassured the directors that at last their 

hopes for success might soon be transformed into reality. The same single

minded devotion to purpose that had made possible the rapid rise of 

Craigflower .fi'arm on the rocky peninsula was now to be applied to the task 

of co-ordinating the efforts of the several farms. McKenzie a.l'lalyzed the 

reasons for their failure to reach a prod.uctive state. The root cause was 

the shortage of draught animals. He had only "a few young weak half

starved unbroken" oxen since the time of his arrivai. 12 T'ne horses of the 
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country were of no use owing to their small size. 13 The want of good work 

oxen meant that the limited range land, already too crowded with the num

bers of sheep on it, could not be supplemented by the cultivation of fodder 

crops. In turn, the constant shortage of food meant that the few work 

oxen on hand had frequently to be let out at night to wander in the bush 

for forage, thereby causing several days' labour to be lost while workers 

were despatched to find them. The solution lay in extending the supply of 

fodder by reducing the number of sheep and by increasing the "number of 

the strongest working oxen that can be had". 

The directors never expressed any disatisfaction with McKenzie's air

ing of the problems besetting the farms. The agent warned that although 

the farms could overcome problems of shorta,ges of food and surpluses of 

livestock given enough time, other difficulties were more serious and 

would not be so easy to solve. Such difficulties were the legacy of the 

incompetence and even connivings of "others". The sheep belonging to 

"McAulay (sic) and others" suffered from scab and starvation through a 

"want of proper management". Again, all the Company farms were alienated 

from "the finest or most available land of the district, the finest land 

of course, being selected by parties which like to hold farms upon their 

own account". This assertioi1 contradicted Douglas' statement of a year 

earlier that McKenzie and Skinner "appear to be pleased .. with their lands. 14 

Moreover, McKenzie's present verdict on his fa.rm land was belied by his 

own alacrity in establishing his fa.rm upon it very soon after his arrivai. 15 

Contradictions between McKenzie's version of an incident and that of others 

would gradually become a common feature of his con-espondence with the 

London committee. 16 

As a consequence of the wretched land on which his fa.rm was situated, 

McKenzie indicated that its horticultural potential was severely limited. 
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There was but a small extent of prairie la.nd and it was covered by oak. 

The best farm land was heavily covered with timber, the open laYJd was light 

and sandy. As for the kinds of crops he expected to grow on his cleared 

and ploughed land, it appears that as yet he was still experimenting. He 

was about to plant a few acres of wheat, oats and peas along with ten or 

fifteen acres of turnips, this last being the only crop that he knew for 

certain gave good returns. 17 Being on a peninsula, his farm was naturally 

fenced and with the addition of a few man-made fences it would serve to 

domesticate the Company's calves so that more use of them could be had than 

was formerly the case. McKenzie realized that his farm alone could not 

support large numbers of livestock and the same could be said of Constance 

Cove and Viewfield Farms which occupied the same peninsula. He intimated 

that from now on all the farms would have to work together to achieve a 

common goal. He identified the la.ck of a sense of urci ty of purpose as one of 

the difficulties hurting the Company. 

McKenzie's greatest challenge would be to gain the willing co-opera

tion of the bailiffs. They began at once to express their d:.slike for 

losing the autonomy which they had enjoyed under Douglas, The directors 

had instructed McKenzie to make up complete accounts and statements of the 

present condition of each farm as soon as possible. 18 The bailiffs were 

not in the habit of keeping proper accounts. Douglas had once complained 

that Langford and Skinner were both "incapable" of keeping accounts, "an 

evil which is not much felt at present, but which may become a source of 

loss to the Company hereafter". 19 McKenzie never succeeded in satisfying 

London's curiosity about the farms. Langford was the least inclined to 

give McKenzie any of the required information and he had personal reasons 

for withholding it. Just a few months before McKenzie first broached the 

subject with him, John Miles, the touring accountant for the Hudson's 
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Bay Company, had informed Langford of the miserable performance of his 

farm to date: 

The first year you were on the farm exhibits a 
loss of £1387/9/J. The second year shows a fur
ther loss of £1257/18/1, making on the two 
years a total loss of f2645/7/4, and this with
out the calculation of Interest that the fifth 
section of your agreement stipulates for and 
which must be added to it. In the course ._,f 
thirteen years active official experience. :I 
never met with a result as disastrous as this. 20 
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Even if his farm's financial picture had been attractive it is unlikely 

that Langford, who was always concerned about his local reputation, would 

have allowed McKenzie, a ju,11.ior in the service, to examine papers which 

Langford considered to be of a private nature. When McKenzie began trybg 

to obtain statements from Langford in July 1854 the bailiff simply ignored 

him and questioned the a.gent's rir;ht even to make such a demana.. 21 By the 

d f S t be h' K . had t' 11 . d t· f t· 22 
en o ep em r ,:c .enzie s 1 receive no sa is ac 10n. 

Langford. W3.S not content simply to ignore McKenzie. He adopted a 

deliberately obstructionist policy a..TJ.d pursued it thro11ghout the three yea:rs 

McKenzie was in office. Even petty opportuniities were exploited by Langford 

to make McKenzie appear incompetent. When the time ca.me to make an account

ing of the year's wool production in the fall of 1:354 in preparation for 

shipment to London, Langford. delivered the wool from his farm but neglec

ted to send a statement of the amount. The wool was packed in September; 

by the end of December McKenzie was still awaiting the statement. 23 

At the end of 1fl54 both men were writing to London to complain about 

each other. Langford was aggrieved that he had been placed under the 

authority of a man whom he con8idered no better qualified than himself 

to make important decisions: 

I conceive I ought to be set free as to the 
farming management and arrangements as to labour. 
The agent, Mr. McKenzie, has the power of carrying 



out an.y work he may deem proper or likely to be 
profitable but can check anything of a similar 
nature I may wish to undertake. I have not (sic) 
reason to expect any cordial support frorn him, 
but I feel sure that there is sufficient evidence 
by what has been done here to convince any im
partial person that I ktow the nature of the 
business which I have undertaken. 24 

The "evidence" to which Langford alluded was the "best collection (of 

buildings) on the Island". If they hrtd been erected at a later date, he 

contended, the cost would have been higher than was the case. He hoped to 

initiate projects which would put his farm well on the way to becoming 

productive. He mentioned that there was a hundred acre swamp on the pro

perty which, if drained, would prove fertile. A single crop of grain sown 

on it would recover the cost <)f drainage, estimated to be from £500 to 
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££00. After two more crops of grain the field would be sown with grass, 

thereby extending the pasture land now so limited in quantity and quality. 25 

McKenzie was very skeptical of the wisdom in cultivating the land at 

Esquimalt Farm. He wrote a scathing report of the farm's capabilities and 

of Langford's foolishness in devoting any effort at all to making it pro

ductive: 

My own opinion is that the farm being of a very 
dry sa..ridy soil and so little rain here during 
the summer that the choice of growing crops on 
that farm is very precarious. In fact I should 
never have selected that district for a farm, 
therefore it is a :pity so much money should have 
been laid out upon such a subject ••• Langford has, 
in the last six months, cleared and put under 
crop more than eighty acres. 26 

The buildings, of which Langford was so proud, were evidence for McKenzie 

of the bailiff's desire to live a life of ease and comfort: 

there has been a pretty outlay for buildings and 
I may say not a small sum in embellishments about 
his dwellings, this appears to have been his ob-
ject on first starting the farming operations •••• 
Balls and parties every now and then for farmers 
in a new country will not do. 27 
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McKenzie continued to attack Langford by reviewing some of the tangible 

results of his negligence. The sheep, at one time numbering seventeen 

hundred, were now only three hundred. It was the height of folly to try 
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to keep large numbers of stock on the property because "as a pastural farm 

it is quite out of the question, there being little or no fence upon it 

during the summer. 1128 

London decided not to intervene in the squabble between the agent and 

the bailiff because it had lately been decided by tbe directo:-:-s to terminate 

Langford's coHtract at the end of his first five year perioc1. 29 As far as 

they were concerned, an unhappy association would be over and the matter 

would lie closed.JO In the meantime, McKenzie would have to deal with Langford 

as best he knew how. For his part, McKenzie was only too happy to g:ive 

Langford notice tbat he would be fired on the fifth anniversary of his 

employment with the Company. The notice was served on February 8 1855. 31 

It produced in Langford a moment of contri.t.ion for his past defiance of 

McKenzie. At the end of February he produced an inventory of an th,~ bulld

ings and implements on his farm together with a..'1 account of the present 

amount of crops and numbers of livestock. There was no indication in it 

as to whether the farm was making or losing money and Langford's glowing 

description of each building, along with :i.ts estimated value, simply gave 

to McKenzie another opportunity to denounce Langford. The agent claimed 

the inventory was replete with gross rrcisrepresentations. Langford had in

flated the value of his buildings, " ••• likewise the cost he puts down for 

clearing the land, a pretty portion of which was open and clear with the 

t . ~ f k t "32 excep 10n oI a. ew oa. sumps. 

Langfo1'd reverted to his tactic of ignoring McKenzie whenever the agent 

pressed him for his account. In March McKenzie indicated that he wanted 

a complete record of all the business transactions conducted on Esquimalt 



Farn over the past eighteen months. 33 Langford replied with a page from 

his la.hour llOok that gave the details of all the work performed on his 

farm for exactly one day.J4 As late as December 1856, McKenzie and his 

clerk, Herbert Margary, were vainly chasing after statements from Langford 

so they could complete the Company's accounts for the fiscal year ending 

September 30, 1855. 35 

At times Langford carried on his feud with McKenzie in an unscrup

ulous manner. To annoy McKenzie, to emba.rass him, became for Langford. an 

end in itself which he strcve for assiduously and sometimes ruthlessly. 

He seemed not to care that innocent people might be made to suffer for it. 

On one occasion he refused to give to McKenzie a statement of money owed 

by the Company tc labourers on the farm. Until this statement could be 

obtained McKenzie had to withhold their pay. 36 In another matter, Langford 

not only came close to causing a man to lose a half-year's pay, but mana

ged also to make McKenzie the scape-goa.t. In the spring of 1854 Langford 

hired as his shepherd one Robert Weir who until shortly before had been 

the land steward on Craigflower Farm, but who had alandoned the farm and 

had broken his contract with the Company. McKenzie disapproved not only of 

the hiring of Weir by Langford without his consent, but also of the salary 

promised to him by Langford which was £100 per annum or almost double wha.t 

a bailiff received. 37 Weir was supposed to be paid with promissory notes 

dra.wn upon the Company and McKenzie would have to sign the notes in order 

for them to be honoured, When Weir presented one to him, McKenzie refused 

to accept it unless Langford would first agree to reimburse the Company 

with money from his personal account at the Hudson's Bay Company store. 38 

Langford refused so Weir went without his money until he threatened to 

take legal action against the Puget's Sound Agricultural Company. This 

threat prompted Douglas to pay Weir the amount of the note. Douglas be-
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lieved that Weir had a right to the money and he felt the courts would 

have made the Company pay not only the wages but the le5al costs a1,;; well 

had the lll2~tter come before them. 39 

Langford refused to acknowlege McKenzie's jurisdiction over any 

aspect of the farm under his bailiffship. In the summer of 1855 McKenzie 

denied him permission to build a new barn, 40 Langford began to constrict 

it anyway and sent the m,,,"" ,~rn;iloyerl on it to McKenzie for their wages, 41 

He also conducted sales of livestock on his own instead of through the 

agent. Sometimes he made fooHsh transactions, as when he sold all the 

rams in his possession wlthout first ascertaining whether there were any 

available to replace them, McKenzie was thereby placed i:-1 a di.lemma 

because he had hardly enough for his own flock. But to deprive Langford 

<'.)f them would mean no increase in the flock in spring. Torn between a 

desire to let Langford stew in his own ju-ices and a.wish to protect the 

Company's interest, McKenzie begrudgingly lent Langford the use of seven 

of his own rams for a short time. 42 

Esquimalt Farm failed as a commercial enterprise but it is not pos

sible to explain all the reasons for the failure. Langford spent some 

of the income to satisfy his lavish tastes but it is not known how large 

an income the farm enjoyed. The size of the flock varied greatly from 
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one year to the next. In 1851 Langford received two shipments of sheep 

from Nisqually totalling nearly tw•.) thousand animals. By the following 

spring only 873 remained. A year later, the number had risen to 1176 but 

by the summer of 1851} the size of the flock had. shrivelled to 426 animals. 

During the followlng winter it plummeted to less than half of that num

ber.43 Because of Langford's reluctance to exhibit his accounts, it is not 

known if the variations reflect volumes of sales. Nor is there any in

dication of sales of crops. As late as the winter of 1853, when Langford 
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was completing his second year on the island, Douglas affirmed that there 

44 
was not "a mouthful of food produced last season" on Esquimalt Farm. 

The other two bailiffs showed the same unwillingness to accept 

McKenzie's authority, although they did not act from malicious motives. 

Macaulay ha.cl to support an "extravagant half-breed wife and a large fami

ly11.45 He found the flock under his ca.re admirably suited to that purpose 

and, understandably, did not relish the prospect of having to eccount for 

it to someone else. McKenzie issued orders to both Macaulay and his shep

herd not to kill any sheep without his permission.46 The order was ig

nored until McKenzie cut off supplies from the fort to Viewfield. Farm. 47 

This expedient appears to have had the desired effect as McKenzie's 

correspondence to Macaulay for more than a year following this incident 

contains no hint of difficulties between the two men. McKenzie even per

suaded Macaulay to amalgamate his flock with McKenzie's on the sheep 

station which the agent established in 1855 at La.kehill. McKenzie had 

virtual control over the combined flock and, according to his own testi

mony, the scab-ridden animals of Macaulay improved tremendously.48 But 

the era of co-operation ended a year later when Macaulay accused McKenzie 

of taking the best lambs from his flock and crediting them to Craigflower 

Farm. To prove that he had no designs on Macaulay's sheep, McKenzie per

mitted him to remove them from the Lakehill station on the condition 

that he return them to Viewfield Farm.49 Macaulay sent the flock to the 

farm of a Captain McNeil1.50 At the same time, he r~fused to su•it 

accounts of the business of his farm. McKenzie's threat to cut off sup

plies from the fort until the accounts were handed over appears not to 

have had any effect this time, for McKenzie's clerk was still pursuing 

the matter three weeks later.51 The sheep station was vital to the well

being of the flock. No farm had pasture enough to support a large number 
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of sheep. McKenzie wrote to London in December 1854 to say that he was 

intending to set up a separate sheep station for the benefit of all the 

farms. 52 When Macaulay withdrew his animals from Lakehill, he placed them 

in a small pen on McNeill's farm where they were soon suffering from scab 

again.53 

Macaulay's salary was not fixed; he was given half of the profits 

earned by his farm. He must have believed that such an arrangement gave 

him the right to dispose of the farm as he wished. Since profits were 

scarce, his personal finances soon became desperate. He approached the 

agent with a request for a loan of $250.00 to pay off his debts, offering 

to use the farm as security. McKenzie, while scornfully dismissing the 

request, berated Macaulay for his recent refusal to follow an order to 

transfer one hundred ewes to Skinner's farm.54 In retaliation, Macaulay 

took a 1eaf from Langford's book and deliberately bungle~d the account 

of his wool shipment for that year, causing McKenzie enormous problems 

in making out a bill of lading.55 

McKenzie's complete lack of power over defiant bailiffs is best 

exemplified by the continuation of Macaulay's neglect and mismanagement. 

If anyone needed supervision, it was Macaulay. He allowed his farm literal

ly to decay. His buildings were "most wretched hovels" and his barn was 

tumbling down with one end of it propped up by "staks" (sic).56 The 

farming activities seem to have been carried on at whim. While Skinner 

had all of his potatoes out of the fields by the middle of October, 

Macaulay did not harvest his potatoes until the beginning of Novembf~r, 

taking the entire month to accomplish it.57 His greatest spurt of acti

vity was in the fall of 1855 when he put thirty new acres under the 

plough; he thereby doubled the acreage he had cultivated in his four and 

a half years on the farm.58 The Company lost hundreds of sheep through 
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his negligence. At the (md of August 1f;50 he had 619 sheep. By the end 

of the following May the old stock had been reduced to 480 through sales, 

theft, wild animals, death and use by the farm. New stock raised the total 

to 502; by the end of May 1652, the count was down to 4oo. This last 

figure takes into consideration new births as well as the sale of 171 

sheep and a further loss of 177 to "inflammation and hunger", "neglie;ence", 

wild dogs, Indians, and use by the farm.59 

The large losses incurred by the flock were w.a tched by strange dis

appearances of crops. McKenzie, after four years, conveyed his poor opin

ion of Macaulay's capabilities to the bailiff directly: 

Last year I sent you Four Bushels Grey Pease 
(sic) - What have you done with the produce of 
that crop? Is there not sufficient left for 
this year's seed? Miserable farming! to think 
that you have to be supplied with seed every 
year and no returns!! 60 

During his visit to the island in 1858 the Associate-Governor of Rupert's 

Land, Alexander Grant Dallas, blamed the situation of Viewfield Farm which 

he termed "disastrous" on Macaulay's total incompetence and .. apparent 

dishonesty". 61 But he also felt that McKenzie should share some of the 

blame for not bringing matters to a head with Macaulay much sooner. 

McKen~;ie 's earliest recorded impression of the three bailiffs betrays 

a marked preference for Skinner. In contrast to his comments on Langford 

and to his description of Macaulay as a "very stupid ignorant man", he 

declared that Skinner was "getting along well and his farm should pay 

if this continues. 062 The agent's dealings with Skinner were generally 

peaceful and amicable. Disputes between them i-H::re very few; in c,~;,ly 

one instance did McKenzie resort to a threat to cut off supplies to 

the farm. 63 A better indication of the relative harmony in their dealings 

with each other is the fact that McKenzie was willing to compromise 

with Skinner whenever disputes started to arise, a courtesy he never 
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extended to the other ba:iliffs. In one case Skinner moved the boundary 

fence between his and McKenzie's farm so that he infringed on some of 

the agent's land and blocked his access to a suitable landing place on 

Esquimalt Bay. Although McKenzie expressed some annoyance over the mat

ter, he was willing to permit Skinner to keep the fence where it was 

until Craigflower Farm actually needed the land alienated from it. 64 

McKenzie could be a bit indulgent toward Skinner because that 

bailiff exhibited a concern fo:r: the success of the Company which was not 

evident in either Langford. or Macaulay. Skinner once prevented McKenzie 

from making an injudicious loan of work oxen to Langford. The agent was 

prepared to send the animals when Skinner informed him that they would 

starve on Esquimal t F'arm because there was no fod.d.er for them there. 65 

Even when Skinner employed his concern for the Company to thwart a pro

ject of McKenzie, he w.e,,s forgiven. In November 1856 McKenzie put up some 

cattle for sale by auction. Skinner placed a bid for a lot and won it. 

After a week he had not paid for it so McKenzie wrote to enquire about 

it. Skinner replied that his bid had. been nothing more than a. ruse to 

keep the animals in possession of and for the purposes of the Company. 66 

McKenzie really had no choice but to accept this fait accompli, but 

instead of becoming angry with Skinner, he took it with a good grace. 67 

Another difference between Skinner and the two recalcitrant. bail

iffs was that the former was willing to admit the agent's right to ex

amine his accounts. The Company clerk, Herbert Margary, testified that 

Skinner kept his accounts well arni up to date and McKenzie never indica

ted that he had problems in obtaining Skinner's a.ccounts. 68 The bailiff 

also seems to have been ready to keep the agent informed of activities 

on the farm without being asked to do so. 69 But in the matter of man-

aging the farm, he was as much inclined to preserve his independence 
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from the agent as were the other two bailiffs. Df)Spi te McKenzie's wish 

to amalg-e1.mate all the flocks on one station, f:.kinner kept his apart. He 

made a fortunate decision for one winter McKenzie's flock at La.kehill 
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was caught by heavy snow and many animals died from starvation. 70 Skinner 

was able to inform a correspondent that because he had stored up enough 

turnips to last until spring, not one of his three hundred sheep died. 71 

Perhaps the reason for his reluctance to foll0w McKenzie's lead in farm 

management was that Skinner considered himself to be as competent as the 

agent. After he had recovered from the initial shock suffered at seeing 

the primitive condition of Vancouver Island, Skinner got along well with 

his task. In three years he cleared all the land on his farm that was fit 

for agriculture, about one hundred and fifty acres. 72 The evidence rela

ting to the competence of each of the subordinate bailiffs is sketchy, 

but it seems to indicate that Skinner utilized his land in the most 

efficient manner. He always had produce to sell after his first year. In 

1854 he sold wheat to the Hudson's Bay Company and to McKenzie; barley 

to a private settler and to the fort; potatoes to the Royal Navy. 73 He 

did not have any sheep to care for until the autumn of 1854, so he had 

more freedom to grow food for human consumption than did Langfora.. 74 In 

1855 most of his produce was used to support his growing numbers of live

stock,75 but he was still making sales of food to the Royal Navy. McKenz:ie 

complained that Skinner had placed a large Government Bill foto the 

account of Constance Cove Farm instead of passing it to the a.gent to pay 

for stock whicr.i Skinner had recently received from Ni squally. 76 In 1856 

Skinner sold between eight hundred and a thousand bushels of potatoes 

to the Royal Navy. 77 

Unfortunately, not even the best managed farm could show a profit. 

Like all the farms, Constance Cove yearly sank deeper into debt. After 
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one year of operations it had a deficit of almost £3,000; after two years 

the deficit was £5670/14/½. It incr,':ased in the third year by a. further 

£2,500, and £700 over the next two years. 78 The deficlt was derived from 

the interest charge of five per cent on the unpaid balance of the debt, 

deterioration of the buildings and implements, as well as act1Jal expen

di turei:i for goods and. wages and new livestock. Thus, the size of the 

deficit alone is not an accurate indicator of the competence of a bailiff. 

Skinner's experience illustrates that the Compe.ny erred in establishing 

the farms since there was so little chance of success. 

McKenzie's farm, like Skinner's, showed that a well run operation 

did not necessarily bring financial success. His enterprise at Craigflower 

Farm was nearly a.s productive as Constance Cove. He sold beef, mutton and 

vegetables to the Navy, fresh meat to the colliers at Nanaimo, and fresh 

salmon in Victoria. 79 His property on the peninsula was the least capable 

of development, having only eighty acres fit for cultivation a.nd seventy 

for pastura.ge. 80 Yet, with the annexed portions of land at Lakehill and 

other locations, he managed to keep the largest flocks of sheep and the 

biggest herd of cattle. 81 McKenzie also provided services to other people 

in the district, such as blacksmith work, lumber sawing and wheat grind

ing.82 But despite theggreat. amount of activity, th~ deficit on his farm 

mounted rapidly, increasing from £5189/0/8 in 1854 to £13,000 by 1857. 83 

The appointment of Kenneth McKenzie as agent was not made with the 

intention of curtailing the heavy spendhg indulged in by the far~ but 

was made for the sake of efficiency. McKenzie had demonstrated his abili

ties and superiority over the other bailiffs and appeared to be eminently 

qualified for the task of instilling in them discipline and a devotion 

to the Company's interest. The revamped system of administration spelled 

an end to the autonomy to which the bailiffs had become accustomed while 
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Douglas was the agent, but it left the b-1,iliffs as responsible for losses 

on their farms as if they still enjoyed this autonomy. The ooiliffs had 

nc inducement to accept McKenzie's authority, nor were two of them dis

posed to do so in any case. McKenzie, by his somewhat harsh tactics, 

increased their.· desire to oppose him. He had a propensity for earning 

:peoples' dislike. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

KENNETH MCKENZIE AND THE COLO~IAL OFFICIALS 

During the three years in which he servt',d as the agent for the 

Puget's Sound Agricultural Company, Kenneth I•:cKenzie exbi bi ted what could 

be described as a state-of-seige mentality. The Associate-Governor of 

Rupert's Land, Alexander Grant Dallas, commented that he was "in hot 
A 

water with everyone O 
• .1. The bad feelir,g hax·boured against the agent may 

have been generalized toward the Company i tse,Lf. Referri :ig t'"> i't case of 

litigation in which the Company was involved, Dallas noted that "the 

2 
chances would be strong against m; bE·:fo:re any jury in this place." 

McKenzie's diff'tculties with some of the officials of Vancouver Island 

Wt'::re numero~is. The agerst spoke freq_,1ently of :i.1su.nces of what h11 con-

sidered to be deli berate interference with his authority and M:;; efforts 

to expand and. secure th1::~ Com_pany's enterprises by Governor Douglas, land 

agent Joseph Despard Pembertor~ and Chief Justice David Cameron. While 

some of th,~ actions of these individuals did have harmful effects on 

th~ Company, McKenzie had more to do with tht~ origin of these problems 

than his own test:1.mony would indicate. 

The office of agent made demands on McKenzie other than those of 

managing the agricul ttiral a~fairs of the Company. He had also to make 

decisions affecting employer-employee relations, mmh as the interpreta

tion of various clauses in the contracts of both bailiffs and labourers. 

Much could have bet:m done to promote a more favourable attitude toward 

the Company by its employees had. McKenzie adopted a more flexible posi

tion in such matters. As it happened, he tried to en.force the letter of 

the contracts with absolutely no regard for the spirit that others saw 
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in them. In two iristances, McKenzie hurlAd himself into opposition to 

James Douglas. The first occasion arose out of a dispute between the 

agent and one of his blacksmiths, a Peter Bartleman. This latter indi

vidual had. established a wretched record of strikes, desertions and 

quarreling with McKenzie in the two years since they had both ar:rived.3 

Bart1ernan had gone so far as to set up on the premises of Craigflower 

Farm his own blacksmith shop from which he sold his services to people 

in the district. McKenzie h."id allowed the shop to continue undisturbed 

until one day its interests collided with those of the farm. The trouble 

began over a load of coal brought to the farm at a time when coal was 

hard to obtain. 4 McKenzie insisted the cm .. 1 was for the exclusive use 

of the blacksmith shop operated for the Company's benefit, while Bartle

man claimed it for his own shop. McKenzje, whose temper was violent, 

settled the debate by attacking and destroying Ba.rtleman's shop, and 

followed this action by laying a charge of breach of contract against 

Bartleman.5 McKenzie asked the court to impose "the grr::atest disappoint

ment that could be inflicted."6 The contract of the labourers provided 

for deportation back to Britain in such cases. Chief Justice Cameron 

found in favour of McKenzie and delivered the sentence requested by him, 

but an order from Governor Douglas was needed before it could be execu

ted. Douglas refused to issue the order because, as he explained to 

McKenzie, a colonial statute restrict8d punishment for breaches of con

tract to fine and imprisonment. The deportation clause was "intended to 

guarantee to the labourer a passage to Europe. and that he not be thrown 

upon the mercy of the savages ••• and is meant as an advantage and not as 

a punishment ...... ? The result was that the court could impose neither 

fine nor imprisonment upon Bartleman because McKenzie had already asked 

it, in effect, to set the blacksmith free. McKenzie, fuming at having 
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been frustrated in his attempt to tighten controJ over his worker, com

plained that Douglas had weakened his authority and " ••• Bartleman has 

now set up on his own account upon Captain r:ooper's claim, laughing at 

us, our 'contracts' and the 'Court of Justice'". 8 

The summer of 1855 was a very wearing time for McKenzie. Just as 

the Bartleman case was ending so unsatisfactorily for him, another 

incident wb:i.ch had been a long time brewing was reaching its climax. 

McKenz:i e had brought l•Ut cf. school teacher, one Robert Barr. Douglcts 

decided to use Barr's services at the school in the fort and, exercisine; 

Q 
his power as agEmt, removed him from Craigflower Farm.' Having been de-

prived of the school teacher, Thomas Skinner considered that his boys 

would be better off to have their schooling at home because, as he told 

Douglas, 

could not 

:it was too far for them to walk back and forth every day and he 

10 
afford to have them board at the fort. Accord2_ng to his ccn-
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tract the bailiff could feed his family from the produce of the farm and 

Douglas stated that :i.t would. make little difference to the Company whether 

they ate at home or at school and gave Skinner permission to send food 

to the fort. At the time the farm was not yet producing any food so 

Douglas 0 said make some arrangement with Mr. Barr and let me know what. it 

is, a.ml if' not too mueh he would sanction it." The Skinner boys remained 

at Barr's school until Christmas 1854 and in the meantime McKenzie re

placed Douglas as the agent. When Skinner presented Barr's bill for 

keeping the children, McKenzie refused to honour it because a.ccording to 

his interpretation of the contract the Company was obliged to support a 

bailiff's family only lf they lived on the farm. Moreover, McKenzie did 

not consider himself bound to any agreements made by his predecessor in 

office. Douglas advised Skinner to send the bill to London and assured 

him that if the Company refused to pay it, he would honour it himself. 
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For Ba1.T, it meant that he would have to do wit.,hout his money for several 

months. He tried to convince McKenzie to pay the bill, but he tried once 

too often. He and McKenzie came to blows over tbe matter. 11 Barr laid a 

charge of assault aga.inst McKenziA who was tried before the Justices of 

the Peace, Langford and Cameron. Barr won his case and the agent, who had 

a fine of £5 imposed on him, appealed. Douglas had to refuse the appeal 

petition because, as he explained to McKenzie, appeals could only be 

allowed in cases where the fine exceeded £5. 12 

By the end of rn.55 McKenzie had given severaJ instances of his dif

ficulties with the colonial officials to support his contention that 
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both he and the Company were being made the- victims of some ill-defined 

plot. While the alx,ve two incidents might help to give rise to this 

suspicion, aJl examination of McKenzie's dealings with officialdom reveals 

that if such a. conspiracy did exist, McKenzie himself created the climate 

in which it. grew. The Bartleman episode shows that McKenzie was impetuous. 

The same trait that caused him to set up Craigflower Fa.rm without first 

determining that there was fresh water to serve it now impelled him to 

rush into the courtroom without prior ::t.d.vice on the meaning of the con

tract. Writing of the Bartleman and Barr cases, Douglas declared that on 

these and other occasi.on " ••• I strove to withhold him from plunging into 

difficulties •••• 013 Other people noted McKenzie's aversion to seeking or 

taking advice. Margary complained that although McKenzie "understands 

no more of bookkeeping than a boy who has been not more than six months 

in a County house •••• " he was always giving contradictory instr1.1ctions 

to the young clerk on "this and that way of entry".1.4 Although Margary 

tried his best to accomodate the agent, McKenzie was continually find-

ing fault with ~im and accusing nim of .,making h-is books in a mess ••• " 

and wo:1ld fly :i..nto a r::-.ge whenever Margary tried to correct him. 15Dallas 



saw ln i'icKenzie's "hasty temper and uusound judgment" causes for the 

1( 
agent's faUure to brlng the affab:s of the Company bto i:;o~-:id order._) 

Since Douglas h2.,d. given his assura;1ce to Skinner that he would pay 

Barr's bi.11 if it were not honoured by London, there is little excuse 

for McKenzi"l 's stubborn refusal to accept it t,'l the interim. Such stub

borrn3ss proceeded as much from a blunt insistence on doing things his 

own lfay as from a distrust of Douglas. McKenzie persisted in :following 

his own course and in so do:ing he enmeshed h1 mself in other difficulties 

which hurt the Company's fortunes. Towards the end of 1354 he was locking 

for land which would provide better range fort.he sheep and cattle than 

the sites of the four farms. 17 Subsequently he found two pit~ces of pro

perty, one at I.akehill and the other at Dead.man's River. McKenzie regis

tered both properties in the Company's name, a procedure which the land 

office took to mean a decla,ration of intention to buy. Douglas thought 

that purchase of the land w,?.s both unwise and unnecessary: unwise because 

unless McKenzie bought large tracts of land, "when the surrounding land.s 

are sold, to other people, it will be too limited in extent for the 

purpose intended. 1118 In fact, added Douglas, there was no need to buy 

the land as the Company had the same right of commonage on public land 

as did other parties. VicKenzie had no intention of paying for the land. 

The act of registering it had been done to assure himself of exclusive 

use of it. Having achieved that end, he set up buildings to serve the 

flock of sheep. However, the day arrived when his project was threatened 

with extinction, for someone made an application to the land office to 

buy the best portion of the property, including the section containing 

McKenzie's improvements. 1f the land were sold, McKenzie complained to 

London, the remaining portion would be dissected and rendereri useless. 19 

The affa.ir embroiled McKenzie in a long dispute with the land agent and 
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his assistant, Benjamin Pearse, in which McKenzie insisted that his regis

tering of the property and his buildings not only gave the Company the first 

option to buy the land, but virtually eliminated the right of any one 

1 t k 1 . t· t bu . 20 P ti d f . e se even o ma e app 1ca ion o y it. earse, re o waiting for 

several months for McKenzie to pay for the land, replied that the regis

tration was no longer valid "when a,nother person offers to pay down the 

l th. t·t1 1121 ~ ff d t M . t mtiney anc ge 1s 1 e.... .t'earse o ere o cKenz1e he suggesticn 

that he find a "pretext" for stalling the interested purchaser until 

London's disposition could be ascertained, but McKenzie, suspecting that 

Douglas was behinii the threat to buy out his sheep range, suddenly pre-

t d ~ . th th 22 
sen e yearse wi e money. 

McKenzie learned nothing from the near loss of the important Lakehill 

property. He behaved in the same manner when he registered land at Deadman's 

River for a cattle range, but whereas in the former instance the land 

office had given him prior warning of its intention to sell, there was no 

such consideration given in the latter case. Sales of land in the colony 

were so few that Pemberton would plead with people to buy. 23 When a spon

taneous offer was made to buy the Deadman's River acreage registered by 

McKenzie, he did not hesitate to act upon it. McKenzie had no inkling 

that his cattle range was threatened until Femb,,,_et·)n informed him of its 

sale. The Company agent fell back upon his former argument that the buil

dings on the property put him in possession of the land. 24 He also em

ployed a new e1,rgument, " ••• the right of squatter's law viz. the first 

offer for the purchase whenevdr apQlication should~~ made to you 

~ any other par~" (emphasis his). 25 Neither his arguments nor the money 

he submitted along with them were of any avail. The land wa.s sold to Caleb 

Pike who wa.s gracious enough to allow McKenzie to remove his property from 

the site. McKenzifi took his time about it. The land was sold in June 1856; 
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Pike waited until the end of the following March before he lost patience 

and destroyed the buildings. 2·
6 Pemberton did not look upon the sale of 

Dead.man's River as some kind of coup against McKenzie. He apologized for 

not having given him prior warning and he notifled the agent that the 

Company's sheep range at Christmas Hill was likewis,; threatened. 27 

McKenzie's unsuccessful attempts at securing free and exclusive use 

of public lands for the Company certainly won neither hi:nself nor the 

Company any friends. They exposed not only his obnoxiousness but also his 

craftiness which is even more discernible in the way he operated to secure 

a victualling contra.ct from the Royal Navy. McKenzie had won the contract 

:ln 1855 amid the cries of his competitors that he had undersold the beef, 

the market price of which was sixteen cents per pound. When the time to 

renew the contract arrived in 1856, McKenzfo submitted a. bid to sell beef 

to the Navy at the current market price. His tender was for the benefit 

of his competitors. Privately, he made an arrangement to supply the beef 

28 
"at the same rates as last year." 

If McKenzie judged others in the light of his own behaviour, it is 

understandable that he should be so suspicious of Douglas. The raths of 

the two men crossed frequently. On one occasion Douglas' behaviour was 

questionable. McKenzie informed him of a wish to fit oi:t the vessel newly 

acquired to conduct a trade between the farm and the Indians near the 

mouth of the Fraser River. Douglas gave his blessing to the venture. Just 

as McKenzie was prepared to initiate the venture Douglas withdrew his 

permission, giving as his reason the uncertainty as to whether he had the 

t t •.;. 29 .. d t d MK · d d 'th h' 1 D l power o gran 1y. un e erre, c enz1e procee e wi 1s pan. oug as 

did not impede him. Nevertheless, McKenzie used this and several other 

incidents as proof of what he interpreted to be duplicity on the part of 

Doi1glas. Besides the Governor's supposed in vol vemen t in the Ba.rtlema11 and 
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Barr cases and his alleged attempt to alienate the La.kehill range from the 

Company, McKenziP- charged him with having intervened in the Weir episode 

by paying that man's wages without fir.st obtaining the agent's approval, 

thus nullifying McKenzie's attempts to bring Weir to heei. 30 In fact, 

McKenzie had told Langford, who had hired Weir, to req:1est Douglas to pay 

Wei:-::-'s wages for McKenzie was convinced that Douglas had adv:ised Langford 
31 

to hire Weir. Coupled with this accusation was another to the effect that 

Douglas had stopped purchases of Company wheat by the Hudson's Bay Company, 

while at the same time making it unprofitable for the farms to grind their 

wheat into flour. McKenzie claimed that the fur trade company was import

ing flour from San Francisco wMch it sold at ?.8/4 per one hundred pounds. 

The Puget's Sound Agricultural Company had only one steam engine, which 

was employed t.o turn thei saws for cutting lumber. It could be fi t.ted to 

the m:i.11 stones only at night. This expedient meant extra wages which 

made the Company's fJ our uncompeti ti.ve with the imported prod.uc t. J2 

Douglas was also said to be behi!id the rebell"i.on of !!;acaulay. The a,gent 

accused the Governor of having advised the bailiff to disobey McKenzie's 

orders regard.fog a transfer of sheep to another farm. 33 :00.uglas, said. 

the agent, was. Macaulay's "friend and adviser in all cases". J4 

When called upon by London to reply to some of these a.llegations, 

Douglas appears to have been taken a.back tha,t McKenzie had made them. 

The Weir affair, he retorted, could have been settled peaceably and in 

far less time had it, not been for McKenzie's stubborn refusal to follow 

Douglas' advice "to :pay the wages, ••• and if improperly hired by Mr. Lang-

f d t h ld th 1 ~ t . bl f th . ·, 1135 I t ad :..or o o e acer res:pons1. e or , e sum pa.10.... .ns e , 

Weir went without his wages for months until he had to resort to threats 

of tak::i.ng court action against the Company. Douglas learned from the 

magistrate that Weir had a just claim and the Company would end up :paying 
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not only the wages, but the court eosts,too. It was only to save the 

Company from needless trouble and expense that Douglas decided to pay 
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Weir his wages, which amounted to only half the figure cit.ed by McKenzie. 

Douglas condemned the agent's entire involvement, stating that it "savours 

more o:f.' persecution than of just resentment." He denied outright the agent's 

charge that the fur trade was trying to undersell the wheat grown by 

the agricultural company. On the contrary, he declared, the latter had 

been selling wheat to the former all winter, "at the rate of 8/4 per 

bushel, and_ (we) are most anxious to get the Puget's Sound Company's 

grain to save the importation of flour from California •••• "36 Douglas' 

ire was deeply aroused by these charges; it had not aooted after four 

days when he added his comment that McKenzie was guilty of "treachery 

and back-biting .. and he pointed out to director Berens that the agent's 

behaviour in the Weir case had its parallel i.n the Barr and Bartleman 

affairs. 37 

The \ssue of credibility raised by the discrepancy between the Douglas 

and McKenzie versions can be settled only by finding other evidence to 

support one or the other. That evidence strongly suggests that Douglas 

was the more accurate in his statements. The feeling of animosity is 

entirely on McKenzie's side. Until Douglas was asked to reply to the 

allegations he was totally unaware of the intensity, if not of the very 

existence, of McKenzie's dislike for him. Douglas had acted on the 

agent's behalf on a number of occasions. One of these instances involved 

a matter of great importance to the finances of the farms on the island. 

Shortly after assuming his duties as agent, McKenzie made a request to 

Nisqually for some badly needed work oxen and breeding stock of horses, 

~8 
cattle and sheep • ./ The animals which were sent from there dismayed him. 

They were "the most miserable lot of sheep I ever beheld •••• 1139 Nearly 
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one hundred of them died shortly after they reached the island; the indis

pensable oxen were by their age and condition unfit for service. 40 McKenzie 

was also angry over the prj.ce William Fraser Tolmie had charged for the 

animals and informed him that transfers of all livestock from one Company 

farm to another were to be conducted at the inventory pr~ce of the ani

mals instead of the market price. Douglas took the agent's side in the 

dispute. 41 Unfortunately, it did no good. Tolmie, preoccupied with the 

ravages to his livestock and land from in-com:ing settlers to the sur

rounding: territory, did not have a chance to reply for th't'ee months. 

He simply shrugged off the matter by sue;gestbg to McKenzie that he seek 

redress from the o,mer of the "ill ventilated scow" used to convey the 

. l 42 anima s. 

In another instance, Douglas tried to assist McKenzie in his efforts 

to remove Laneford from Esquimal t Farm after his contract ~d.s supposedly 

terminated. McKenzie had requested the Hudson's Bay Company sapply shop 

to stop its sales of provisions to Langford. Douglas thought this action 

to be unwise beca11se there was sone d.oubt as to whether the firi 1g of 

Langford was done legally. 43 If the bailiff's contr<ict were still bin-

ding on the Company, then Langford would have the right to sue the Com

pany for breach of contract if l'l'.cKenzie persisted in his action. 41+ The 

clerk in the supply shop obeyed EcKenzie's order, presumably on instruc

tions frorr, Douglas. 45 Six months lat,er, Douglas was again s;xpporting 

McKenzie in his confli.ct with Langford by complying with another request 

to halt all transactions between Esquimalt Farm and the Hudson's Bay 

Company and was urging h.i.m to enter upon the premi. ses of the farm in 

order "to take every necessary measure for the si:curi ty of ( the Company's) 

t .. 4o N t· f D 1 ' ' t t h" t . t proper y. . • • o men ion o oug as ass LS ance o im ever crep L'1 o 

McKenzie's correspondence to the head office in London. For his pa.rt, 
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Douglas never mentioned any di f'fi cul ties between hirnsel f and McKenzie 

until London brought the latter's accusar.ions to Ms attention. The ab

sence of any rancour in Douglas' letters suggests that the tension 

between the two men was fostered by McKenzie. 
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Perhaps the strongest evidence for concluding that many of McKenzi.8 1 S 

allegations were fabrications comes from the a.gent h.imse1f. There are 

several contradictions in his letters. At one time he criticized Lang

ford.' s buildings for being too well built for a new country. 47 Yet, when 

London chided him sternly for the unsatisfact,,ry nature of his accounts, 48 

he tried to distract the directors' attention from relevant issues by 

:;n:.·aisiq; his own edifices which, he boasted, were the most substanti;-i.l 

:i..n the colony, "not put up li.ke most of the buildings on this Island 

falling down a.bout their ears in a year or so". 49 His evalu~tion of the 

land of Langford's farm as being easy to clear because "a pretty portion" 

of it "was open and clear with the exception of a few oak stumps1150 conflic

te1l wl th his appraisal of only a few months previous that the same farm 

wa.s in such a poor location that it was a pity so much money had been 

spent to develop it.51 As for his own farm, McKenzie blamed Pemberton 

"and others" for its having been situated iri an area of poor agricultural 

r,otential, but the speed and drive exhibited by himself in establishing 

it beliPc his stated impression of it.52 Thus, it appears that r,:cKenzie's 

singling out Douglas as a provocateur is not reliable evidence of a plot 

to do him or the Company any harm. More probably, it was the result of a 

personality conflict. McKenzie, a. man of extreme temperament, could not 

countenance Dou6las' attempts to guide him along a path of corrrpromise 

and moderation. 

The Company was not well served by a man like McKenzie who had a 

1n:01)ensity .for enmeshing himself :in difficulties. A good example of how 
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McKenzie's foibles ma.de him ineffective in the performance of hi.s duties 

ir; the attempt to terminate Langf01.·d 's contract. ln November 1854 the 

directors sent r·1cKenzie notice of their intention to sever Langford's 

,:::onnection with the Company at the end of the first five year period, as 

provided .:~or in his contract. 53 They neglected to i.nclurle j :1structions 

as to the proper manner of proceeding in serving notice to the bailiff. 

VicKenzie, nc doubt eager to do their bid.ding, despatched his land steward, 

James Stewart, to serve it en February 8, 1::',55.54 Sv.inner tried to 

advise 1''.cKenziP that he was not following thfl English manner of giving 

notice and. wi i.h considerable a.ccuracy he later declared tha.t VcKern~ie 
r:;i:-

"wi1l now find going in tbe matt.er t0c,gh and t~xpensive. ''-'.J Moreover, 

the agent had in his p"JSse.ssic,n a copy of Langford's contract which 

stipulated that notice was to be given six calendar months prior to the 

date of termination.56 In Langford's case, notice should have been given 

on November 10, 1855. 

At first, Douglas interceded on Langford's behalf. He reminded the 

directors that no farm on Vancouver Island was profitable as yet, and 

stated that Langford's greatest fault was "a want of energy and decision 

in the management of his servants" who had not accomplished enough to 

earn their food, the "great source of expense" at the farm. 57 This plea 

earned for Douglas a sharp rebuke from London. He was reminded of his 

earlier criticisms of Langford wherein he had expressed dismay the tot.al 

inability of Esquimalt Farm to produce any food in quantity sufficient 

to feed even itself. The directors questioned whether Douglas' appeal 

on behalf of La.ngfo:rd might be 

actuated by friendship towards him rather than 
by your sense of justice •••• Mr. Langford has 
been on the farm five years and has not even 
made it self-supporting, continuing to draw 
Potatoes, Flour, Beef, from the stores of the 
Hudson's Bay Company. 58 
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Douglas' defense of Langford may also have been the beginning of McKenzie's 

animosity for him, as most of the agent's accusations date from after the 

time Douglas wrote to London. McKenzie, with his intense feelings, would 

be inclined to define anyone who befriended Langford, as an enemy to 

himself. 

In the meantime, McKenzie received orders telling him to take two 

witnesses when he served notice on La.ngford.59 In his own mind, the re

quirements had been fulfilled through the despatch of James Stewart. 

i'!cKenzie filed this latest letter away and forgot about it until one day 

" ••• Mr. Skinner on calling at my house let slip that Mr. Langford inten

ded to deny having received the first notice ...... 60 By then it was 

December 1855, too late to serve the notice in the prescribed fashion 

but, undaunted, McKenzie took two witnesses and went to serve the notice 

d t . 61 a secon 1me. 

McKenzie had unwittingly created a situation which Langford was 

clever enough to exploit. As the time for his expected departure from 

the farm approached, a series of nc,tes was exchanged between the bailiff 

and the agent, the gist of which was that Langford considered McKenzie's 

62 action to be illegal on the basis of "the temor of my agreement 0
• 

Langford still occupied the farm on May 1'-l-, 1856, a few days after he 

was theoretically no longer in the Company's employ. McKenzie presented 

a petition to Chief Justice David Cameron to prevent Langford from trans-
"" 

acting any business involving the Company's property. It had been his 

intention to apply to the court to have Langford forcibly evicted, but 

Douglas counselled him to wait for London's reaction to Langford's offer 

to rent the farm. 63 

McKenzie's problems now began to multiply. Cameron rejected his 

petition for an injunction against Langford because, lacking the power 
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,)f Attorney, McKenzie was not able to apply to the Supreme Court. Worse, 

the Chief Justice had decided that the notices zerved by McKenzie were 

invalid. The first notice was served in contravention cf Langford's 

agreement which "expressly designates the officer or agent of the Company 

in Vancouver's Island as the rierson who must give notice on their part •••• " 

As for the second notice, it was delivered more than "six weeks after the 

time required by the agreement •••• 1164 Cameron was also of the opinion that 

the document of notice was irregular because it was drawn up in London 

by the directors whereas according to his bterpretation, the notice 

' ld h 1,..- d b u K · 6 5 I h t ~ -r d t · 11 snou ave ~en rawn up y 1·,c ,enz1e. n s or , .1..ang. or was s 1. 

the bailiff of Esquimalt Fa.rm, and could be for the :iext five years. 

The directors were highly sceptical of the c0rrectn,~ss of Cameron's 

d13cision. They submitted it to their own solicitors in London. The reply 

given by the solicitors was that the second notice to dismiss Langford 

was invalid because of its timing, but it in no way affected the validity 

of the first notice. Moreover, in their opi~ion, Cameron was splitting 

hairs in his interpretation of the contract: 

Under the agreement with him the Company were at 
liberty to determine his employment at the end of 
five years. A written :invoice to that effect was 
signed by the Representative in this country of 
the Comprl.ny, and was served upon Langford by the 
Company's agent in the terms of the agreement. 
The agreement did not determine that the notice 
should be signoo by the agent in the Colony but 
simply that it sho:.1ld be a notice in wrltirlg of 
the determination of the Company to put an end 
to the agreement. 66 

In spite of the assurances of the legal counsel that the Company was 

standbg on soli:i ground in its dispute with Lane;ford, Henry Hulse 

Berens, now sole director of the Puget's Sound Agricultural Company, 

was annoyed at the way McKenzie had handled the affair. He demanded to 

know why the agent had served two notices; the delivery of the second 
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had "erected the question in Mr. Cameron's mind as to the validity of the 

. ..67 
service of the original not1ce.... Not waiting for an explanation, he 

prepared and sent a document conferring Power of Attorney upon McKenzie 

so that the agent might proceed in the matter. Privately, he entertained 

doubts about the capabilities of McKenzie: " ••• I see plainly that he is 

unpopular, .. he confided to George Simpson, the overseas governor of the 

Hudson's Bay Company, "whereas Langford is befriended by Douglas and 

C "68 ameron •••• 

Cameron's treatment of McKenzie in subsequent events would support 

Berens' suspicions if such treatment. were to be viewed in isolation 

from its legal context. When McKenzie brought his Power of Attorney 

to the Supreme Junti.ce in expectation of gaining his injunction to 

evict Langford, he was startled to be :informed that the Supreme Court 

of Vancouver Island did not exist. Cameron explaineci that there was 

no Sheriff or :Registrar of the Court, nor would there be any until the 

first Monday in January, the only day which a recent Order-in-Council 

from Westminster had set aside for the Governor of the colony to make 

such appointments. Once constituted, the Court would have as its first 

duty " ••• to draw up a manner of proceedi.i1g to be observed in the Court 

which are to be promulgated to all the Colony for three months before 

procedure 
., . . ,.69 

1s va.r..1.u •••• 

Understandably, McKenzie was bafflP-d: 

It appears to me very singular why Mr. Cameron 
should on one instance give his opinion as sup
reme judge viz. on the point of refusing me an 
inhibition for the security of the Company's 
property and when I apply to him for an eject
ment against Langford that I may get possession 
of the Company's farm, He writes me that the 
Civil Court under his appointment is not yet 
constituted ••• I find every difficulty to act, 
there being such a great sympathy towards Mr. 
Langford by the powers that be. 70 
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Cameron's explanation was valid; althcugh the Supreme Court of Civil 

Justice had been established by an Act of the Legislative Council of 

Vancouver Islarni in 1853, the Colonial Office did not officially approve 

of David Cameron's appointment to the position of Chief Justice until 

HJ56. 71 The Order-:i.n Council permitting the Colony to establish a Supreme 

Court of Civil Justice was sigm.:d on Aprj l 4, 1856. 72 The Order gave the 

particulars for setting up the Court, and Cameron had received it only a 

short tirr.e before McKenzie made his latest request. However, Cameron's 

explanation does not imply that McKenzie and Berens I nd sgivings about 

a possible prejucice in th& colonial judicial system against the Company 

should be entirely discounted. Cameron's decision that the first notice 

served on Langford was invalid was a strange one. It could only be ar

rived at after a. grotesque distortion of the wording of Langford's con-

"3 tract. 1 The decision is a possit,le indication that in 1856 McKenzie's 

chickens were coming home to roost. He had finally bro1.:.ght colonial 

officialdom into a league opposed to him and determined to make life 

uncomfortable for him. The coi;rt decisic.n followed closely upon the 

heels o:· a plan passed by the colonial a.drnlnistra.tion to lay new roads 

across McKenzie's fields and through his fences, slicing the former ir:. 

73 

half and dcubling the expense of rebuilding the latter. 74 In turn, Cameron's 

decision was f'ollowed by the Dead.man's River issue. 

Eventually, the Langford affair would conclucle in a manner satisfactory 

to no one but Langford. Mcmrzie 's downfall was imminent. Throughout most 

of the time he was agent, London held steadfast to a fatal optimism that 

the farms would shortly begin to prove successful as business enterprises. 

The only source of dissatisfaction with McKenzie was in his failure to 

send statements of profit and loss. Not once did he submit a clear or 

complete acco•mt of the financial status of the farms. In place of it, 
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he gave a long string of platitudes and excuses. Im May 1854 he promised 

that the statements 'IW'.lld soon be on their way to London, but none had. 

been sent by December when he excused himself for not having completed 

them due to the press of outdoor work. 75 Later, he blamed the short 

notice given by Douglas of the despatch e,f a ship to England for his 

inability to send any, but promised to have some t,tatements for the 

next srri.p. 76 His subsequent communication boasted that all the buil

dings on the farms were complete and that everything on the farms was 

proceeding smoothly. 77 But it took two years for Colv:i.le, the chief 

among the directors, to develop the ir..tense feeling of frustration he 

expressed in December 1855 when he wrote, after a wretchedly made state

ment had arrived in London, that "the Accountants have not been able to 

bring the confused statements which you sent home to any result ... 78 He 

warned that "I cannot submit to this state of things much longer", and. 

that tbe farms would soon have a ceiling on the amount of their expendi

tures :i.mposed on them by London. 

In less than two months, Colvile was dead. 79 As soon as Berens 

assumed the sole directorship of the Company, the letters from Lornk,n 

began to convey a strong and persistent note of dissatisfaction and 

scepticism which could only have made McKenzie feel ill at ease. Berens 

demonstrated that henceforth London would be taking a more active role 

in pursuing the Company's interest. The charges which McKenzie had made 

about Douglas, until now ignored by the directors, would be investigated, 

but Berens made McKenzie understand that his willingness to inquire about 

them in no way implied acceptance of' McKenzie's allegations: 

As regards your difference with Mr. Douglas ••• 
I can express no opinion without hearing both 
sides of the question, but I am very unwilling 
to believe that !"':r. Douglas would be induced tc 
do anything unhandsome towards you, or intention-

'"Jl),, 
I • 
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ally to counteract any views you might wish to 
see carried out. 80 

Berens began to apply, slowly a.t first, the threat to curtail ex

penditm~es. He refused McKenzie permission to purchase a set of millstones, 

"as I arn disincHne.1d to spend any more capital until the assets of the 

Company show such a return for the Capttal already laid out as will justify 

• L .,81 I 1 ·1..,.... n subsequent lP-tters Berens' annoyance with McKenzie's continuing 

dismal performai,ce in the matter of accounts a.nd with bis inability to 

impose some ki.nd of limit on spending grew in.::;reasi.'tgly proi:iinen t, as his 

ciuestions became more pointed. Replying to a requi.si tion .for goods which 

McKenzie sent, he noted: 

The Indent you have forwarded shall have our best 
attenti:m, but we must call your attention to the 
very large advar1ce made by the Hudson's Bay Com
pa.ny to the Puget's Sound Company, which fir. 
Douglas states at ££J597/4/6 for Outfit 1855. Your 
present Indent will amount to above .£1000 which 
will exceed your remittances ••• Assuming Mr. Dou6la.s' 
statements to 1~ correct, we should be glad to learn 
in what. manner you propose to liquidate the debt 
owing to the Hudson's Bay Company. 82 

Before McKenzie received any co1mnunication from Berens, he compiled 

another of his .. reports", the main intent of which was to placate Colvile 

whose annoyance showed so clearly in his final letter to McKenzie. But 

the report was received by Berens who rejected it outright for its many 

shortcomings. Besides having nothing to say of Esquimalt and Cowlitz :F'arms, 

0 
••• the accounts just transmitted extend only to the 31 December, 1854 

for Nisqually, and to 30th September, 1855 for the farms occupied by your-

lf M ~- • du MA 1 ( · ) .. BJ se · , 1·;r. ::iK:i.nner an rir. 1.c u ay sic •••• 

McKenzie's reply to Berens' searching comments could only exasperate 

the director. The agent informed him that the millstones had been pur

chased and. a new flour mill erected. 84 He failed to so much as allwie to 

Berens' demand that McKenzi<:i give coricrete proposals for reducing the debt 
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to the Hudson's Bay Company, and he accused his clerk, Herbert Margary, 

of having made, through his negligence, a mess of the accounts rejected 
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Sc:: 
by Berens • ..,, The director realized that equivocations and evasions were all 

that were likely t•l come from McKenzie. He accepted Douglas' rebuttal of 

McKenzie's version of the Weir case in its entirety. He assDred Douglas 

that his advice "to J\:r. McKenzie to pay the amount and make Langford 

· bl .r-- • t d th · ta · a · · 1186 w t responsi e ior i was, un er e circums nces, JU 1c1.ous. hen nex 

Berens wrote to McKenzie, he was barely able to d1sgu:ise his complete 

unw.illingness to put any credence into the the agent's remarks: 

We observe that you describe the position of the 
Gompa.ny's pro~ie:rty to be decisively improving, 
that the farms a.re now self-supporting, and that 
you anticipate with the produce of the current 
yea:r to be able to liquida.te a considerable por
tion of our debt to trm Hudson 's Bay Company, we 
earnestly hope that these anticipations may be 
realized, h1t we must confess that we are grievous
ly disa:,opointed with the present app,~arance of 
affairs. For Outfit 185L1- the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany claimed a balance of iJ..k145/14/?. They now 
present an account showing our debt to the Western 
Department for 1855 to be £1.:,652/17/2 and to the 
Oregon Department £J4o9/15/4. We had supposed with 
your promise to prevent all, excepting absolutely 
necessary, expenditure, coupled with the asser
tion that the buildings upon the different farms 
were finished, we should be relieved from any 
furtht1r heavy drain, but instead of this being thE: 
case, accordirg to the accounts tendered, we are 
indebted to the Hudson's Bay Company about £14,000, 
and from the monthly reports sent home large ad
vances continue to be ma.de to you. We C<k'1l1ot al
low this drain to continue and you must put a stop 
to it - both you and Mr. Skinner as well as all 
concerned for the Puget's Sound Compa.11y, must 
limjt. all domestic expenses to absolute neces
saries, and the farming operations should be 
carried on with the str:ictest economy.... 87 

Berenb was fast reaching the conclusion that a thorough house-cleaning 

was ir: order. He began the new year by sending Herbert r,1argary, whom he 

blamed for the unorthodox form of McKenzie's accounts, his notice o: 

. . 88 , d1sm::.ssal. Short.Ly thereafter, he informed McKen?.ie that. he wcu.ld be 



Sl~; crseded by Alexan.::ler Grant iJa11a.s, who had recE,ntly embarked for Va.n

P.o 
cmwer Island. ·" 

In one sense, the story of the Company's bailiffs on the island ends 

with the despatch of Dallas. His instructions were to investigate the 

si hia.t:ion c,f the farms a.nd. to 1:iake reconunendaticns for necessary al tera-

t:ions in the a.rrangements with the ta.i1iffs, Berens suggested that he 

serve notices of ex~)iration on Skinner a.no ~icKenzie so th,~t tht:, Company 

90 cm:ld, i.f it wished, make new agreeraents with them.·' Loose ends like 

Langford were to be tied up in as satisfactory a way as possible. In 

another sense, the story went on, as the animosity between the .:principa} 

individuals continued for the better part of two yea:rs. 

Dallas' initial impression of McKenzie was unrelievedly negative: 

" ••• I need not tell you that it (McKenzie's management) has beer; a tota] 

failure ••• a more unfit man ••• could not have been selected to exercise the 

cor:trol 2.nd direction of affairs generally ...... 9t However, Dhllas revised 

his assessment two days later to clear it of any implied attacks on 

McKenzie's moral character: the former agent had a hasty temper and unsound 

judgment, but he was "well meaning 02 
and tt:oroughly honest"., ' It is possible 

for one examining NcKenzie's letters to London to see in them something 

other than an intention to deceive the directors. Colvile was less in

clined to ask direct questions atJOut the cor.dition of the farms. His 

letters were written rr,ainly to express his dissatisfaction with affairs 

generally, but he seldon: called McKenzie to account for specific matters. 

McKenzie's replies could comfortably avoid the real issues. Moreover, for 

all his faults, McKenzie seems to have possessed an irrepressible opti

mism and confidence in himself. Physical c1bstacles, such as the lack of 

fresh water on the peninsula, were not as forbidding to him as they were 

to Skinner. The fitting out of a boat to trade with other parts of the 
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coast demonstrates that he could see and exploit opportunities far afield. 

Present reverses were underplayed because he always saw better times 

approaching. It was better to emphasize the signs of happier days to come; 

brisk sales to the Royal Navy; the improved cond:it:ion of the sheep and 

cattle; the worth of the Company's property being in excess of £20,000 

and the fact that no more buildings would have to be erected. 93colvile, 

through his neglect to question very seriously McKenzie's good tidings, 

appeared willing to believe h:im. 'I'he abrupt change of attitude resulting 

from Berens' taking over th.e reins of the Company could have only one 

outcome. Berens demanded specific explanations a11d McKer1:.:::t€ must have 

found some of the directot·'s letters emba.rassing. But the content of 

McKenzie's letters remained basically the same as before. His irrelevan

cies and groundless optlmistic prognostications served only tc focus 

Berens' attention ever more sharply on the only import1-1,nt issue - the 

fa.ct that the farms were running ever more deeply into debt. 

!':cKenzie's behaviour in the colony was perceived to be that of an 

impetuous, st.ror!g-willed and 1.mforgivir1g person. While there is very lit

tle evidence to support his claim that people were conspiring to harm 

the Company, it is not so easy to dismiss his suspicions of a plot to 

harass him. The way in which he acted to achieve his ends would grate 

against others, causing them finally to respond in kind. If the loss of 

Dead.man's River and the ln.ybg out of farms across his lanr.ls at incon-

venient locations were expressions of such a. response, McKenzle's experi

enc,~ illustrated the fact that 1.n a srrall commun.1.ty, personal feelings 

can determine a great deal. The Company itself was a v.ictim of McKenzie's 

reputation. The memory of the Company was attended by hatred and bitter

:1.ess among the early colonists. Those individuals most btimately associ

ated w1th the Company, the farm labourers, were especially hostile to i.t. 



CHAPT1'~R F'J VE 

LABOUR PRCBLEMS ON VANCOUVER ISLAND 

The study of the farmworkers hired by the Company is hampered. by 

the fact that the workers have left so little in the way of a written 

record. The English workers have left nothin6, as most of them were 

illiterate. Most of the Scots were capable of writing about their ex

periences, but few such accounts survive. The greater portion of the 

direct and indirect t"Vidence wh:·.ch reveals anything about the workers 

perta.ins to the nen on Langford's and McKen:wie's farms only. Skinner's 

forct:': was qc.iick1y whittled down to five pe,_;ple, while Macaulay employed 

Indian labour rnost of the tinie. 

Relations ootween the Company and its labourers were poor, but the 

fau.l t w ouJ.d seem to J.ie wholly on the side of the workers. The Company 

was placed a.t their mercy because of the severe labour shortaee which 

prevaUed on the island throughout the 1850s. English and Scottish 

workers differed in their rnethods of exploiration. Generally, the English 

remained on the fa.rm, wringing every concession possible from Langford. 

The Scots found it more to their advantage to desert McKenzie and begin 

to work .for someone else, often in a trade or craft. Both bailiffs had 

their own responses to work stoppages and, while Langford's more concili

atory moves might explain why he had less of a problem in retaining hJ.s 

workers than did McKenzie, another explanation may He in the backgrounds 

of each eroup of workers. 
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The Orkney Islands had been the traditional source of labour for the 

Hudson's Bay Company's fur trade, and it was there that the Puget's Sound 

Agricultural Company first sought to hire its workers. However, the letter 



to the Hudson's Bay Company agent in Stromness, Edward Clouston, arrived 

too late in the harvest season. The directors were under the impression 

that they could send a party of emigrants away before the end of Septem

ber. They expected Clouston to be able to entice workers from their em

ployment at the busiest and best-paying time of the year. They were 

greatly disappointed when he informed them that although he had adver

tized throughout the country, only "six or eight" men had declared them

selves willing to go. 1 Less than two weeks later, the situation had 

improved considerably in Orkney. As the harvest work began to wind down, 

more labourers became available and Clouston was able to inform his 

superiors that he had found fourteen men who were impatient to embark, 

2 "now that they are ready, and altogether out of employment". 

Presumably, the directors decided to incorporate Clouston's contin

gent into the emigration party, but they did not ask him to find more. 

Still hoping to get the ship under way as quickly as possible, they had 

changed the locale of their search for labour to Kent, Dorsetshire, and 

Gloucestershire upon the receipt of Clouston's first letter. 3 Again due 

to the time of year, workers were slow to recruit; it was the end of 

September before the agent in Gloucestershire, and the fourth of October 

before the Dorsetshire agent, were able to report any measure of success 

in their efforts.4 The former supplied only four men, the majority of 

Langford's workers originating from Dorsetshire.5 Later, Douglas per-

ceived one of the dangers to the Company to be the homogeneity of 

background of the English workers. Taking a lesson from the behaviour of 

Langford's crew, he suggested to the directors that in future they strive 

to hire their workers from several counties so t.hat they would not be 

"so apt to combine against their employers."6 

Dorsetshire men were more eager to emigrate than were the men of 

80 
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Gloucestershire. The latter had to be reassured that they "would not 

have to live on oatmeal" and they also questioned the terms of the con

tract offered to them. Archibald Barclay, the secretary of the Hudson's 

81 

Bay Company, had to inform the agent there that the men were to be employed 

in "agricultural labour generally, but it would be impossible to define 

what would come under that description, nor can it be conceded to hired 

servants to choose what they will do or not do."7 The caution displayed 

by the Gloucestershire men and the paucity of their actual numbers among 

the emigrants is impossible to explain, considering the conditions of 

agriculture in England at that time. 

In the latter 18JOs, English agriculture began a lengthy period of 

rapid progress. But the technical advance in farming was not matched 

immediately by any noticeable improvement in the living conditions of 

the English farm worker. 8 In some ways his lot became worse. In 1834 the 

allowance system, which supplemented a labourer's wages with money from 

the parish poor rates, was discontinued. Henceforth, in order to earn 

enough to live, it was necessary for women and children to seek regular 

work on the farms, a phenomenon rare in England until that time. A gen

eral surfeit of labour was the result except, perhaps, at harvest time, 

and the overall effect was the suppression of wages, particularly in the 

southern counties. In the following decade severe famine drove up the 

price of bread while at the same time it decreased the demand for labour. 

The effects of the repeal of the Corn Laws were not felt immediately, and 

it was only in 1853 when England, emerging from the effects of the famine, 

witnessed a sharp rise in the demand for farm labourers. 9 

It is difficult to imagine how the circumstances of a farm worker 

in England might have been more miserable than they were by 1850. What 

was true of England generally applied with greater intensity to Dorset-



shire. The labourer's situation in that county was said to have "passed 

into a proverb .. , and no recruiting agent would have had to idealize 

Vancouver Island in order to arouse interest in it. 10 Rural housing was 

scarce in England around the middle of the century when the plight of 

the agricultural labourer was a frequent source of interest to the 

readers of newspapers. One correspondent from Dorsetshire remarked that 

"there has been but one cottage built in this village for the last thirty 

years 11
•
11 Two years later, the same writer gave a detailed description 

of one village which consisted of the vicarage, one farm house and the 

tenement hovels in which most of the population of three hundred were 

doomed to spend their lives. 12 Even later in the century a typical 

English rural cottage was a two room building, one for living in and 

the other for sleeping. The floor was made of packed earth, and the roof 

was made of thatch which usually failed to keep out the rain in the wet 

seaso~, turning the floor into a morass. The effect of the one fireplace, 

located at the end oftheliving room, was combatted by draughts which 

entered through badly fitted doors and windows and chinks in the mortar 

used to hold the stone walls together. 13 The diet of the labourer var

ied from one district to another and from time to time. Through most of 

the 184os potatoes replaced bread as the staple in Dorsetshire, but in 

the two years following the repeal of the Corn Laws, the potato crop 

failed:4People then ate whatever could be made digestable. The bread 

made from the wretched domestic wheat was so bad that it was still re

membered many years later. 15 

The directors of the Puget's Sound Agricultural Company were mind

ful that the cheapest labour could be found in Dorsetshire and Glouces

tershire.16 However, the Company did not take unfair advantage of the 

plight of the labourers by offering them lower wages than prevailed 
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in those counties. In strictly cash terms its offer of £17 per annUlll 

was slightly less than the Dorsetshire average of 7/6 per week. However, 

besides free provisions, the labourer wa.s given rent-free accomodation 

and the guarantee of payment in cash and of steady employment for several 

years, none of which were attainable in England. Even the simplest fare 

of vegetables would have been an improvement over what the worker had 

lately managed to procure, and would not have added much to the expense 

of operations on Vancouver Island. Nevertheless, the Company was gen

erous as its contract provided the worker with free provisions without 

defining what wa.s meant by "provisions". 17 

As already noted, the material circumstances of the workers on the 

island were dictated by Langford's sensibilities. 18 He seems to have 

gone beyond what the directors considered. to be fitting housing for 

labourers. He fed his men what could only be described, when compared to 

their former diet, as lavish foods. In one year alone he purchased more 

than £900 worth of food from the Hudson's Bay Company's supply shop in 

Victoria. Most of the purcha.ses were for meat, flour and vegetables 

which were usually absent from the workers' former table.19 Such liberality 

added not only to the farm's, but to Langford's personal indebtedness. 

He also provided extras like the riding horses for his men, and the 

twenty-four bedsteads he purchased in 1851, an item of luxury to people 

20 
who had been reared in hovels bereft of furnishings. Langford later 

claimed that many of his purchases went to the men in lieu of wages, 

but the amount of cash paid out as wages in 1851 is more than £17 per 

21 
man, assuming a full complement of thirty workers. 

The secretary of the Hudson's Bay Company, Archibald Ba.relay, ex

pected no trouble from the English emigres, perhaps because they were 

illiterate or because the Dorset men who were in the majority exhibited 



far less curiosity about working conditions than did the Gloucaster 

men. 22 While the Tolpuddle Martyrdom of 1834 had taken place in Dorset

shire, this outbreak of labour action was the exception there. The farm 

labo:irer had. few definite beliefs about. his stat.ion in life, and those 
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he did have contradicted one another. One source of h:is 'beliefs came from 

his religion. Since 1830, rural labourers had been espousing Methodism 

in ra.1,idly growing numbers. Methodie-,m taught a. spiritual figalitari.anism 

in that all were declared "preci()US in the sight of God". A practical 

application of this tenet was that the existing order should not be 

accepted by the ones who reaped tbe least adva,ntage from i.t, but that 

the labourer had a. right and a duty to better his. lot. Tolpuddle may 

have been an attempt to apply Methodist teachings. Its failure was due, 

ostensibly, to quick and brutal act.ton by the local authorities. 23 For 

the next forty years, the rnra1 labourer seems to have adopted a fatal

istlc attitude to his condition. Improvement meant to him an increase in 

the quantity rather than i.n the quality of what wa.s available. One ob

ser.vor of the agricultural scene noted the labourers' reluctance to 

change their U restyle in even the sr;-.allest of detc:iils. 
21+ The di:fficul

ties experienced. by the Company wi. th its workers from Engla.nd were 

usually in the form of demands for higher wages. 

The Company's labour problP-ms developed from the prevailing labour 

shortage along the west coast of North America. The shortage was caused 

by the greater attractiveness of the American lands immed:lately to the 

south of Vancouver Islar,d. Settlers comi.rtg into Wa::.hingtc,n and Oregon 

were grctnted parcels of f:tr.<e land. There was, too, the California gold 

r1lsh. It was in full swi.ng at about the time Laugford ar,rived. on the 

isla,nd and. its magnetic force exerted a strong pull from which not even 

the Royal Navy was im.mune.
25 



For the labour-hungry Puget's Sound Agricultural and Hudson's Bay 

Companies, the chief implication of the shortage was that they could 

not use the threat of discharging unco-operative or defiant workers. 

The solution most often used was to transfer a recalcitrant worker to 

another branch of the service. Evidence of such action being taken is 

to be found frequently in the records of the two companies. Douglas 

sent one troublesome Englishman to the farm at Nisqually, and another 

from Fort Langley to Fort Victoria where, he promised, an effort would 

26 
be made to make him work. Later, Douglas was willing to hire at the 

fort, upon their release from gaol, three Scots workers who had deser

ted McKenzie's fa.rm. 27 Robert Weir, McKenzie's troublesome land steward, 

was quickly able to find at least temporary employment with the fur 

trad.e. 28 When Langford arrived in 1851, Douglas withdrew for use at 

the fort the three Canadlan carpenters employed in erecting the first 

crude buildings on Esquimalt Farm. Langford was forced to put his own 

men to tasks of wood cutting and building, whereby they developed 

"mechanics" skills. Instead of abiding by their contracts, they went 

about the district selling their newly acquired services and they 

would only agree to return to Langford after he had promised them high

er wages. 29 The labour problem had not abated by 1856 when Douglas, 

referring to French-Canadian deserters, noted that rehiring them was 

"more a matter of necessity on our part, for want of other hands to 

replace them, than of diseretion".JO On one occasion, Douglas' disdain 

for English workers prompted him to make an exception to this policy. 

When four of I.a.ngford's men and four Scots ran off in the direction 

of Nisqually, Douglas instructed the bailiff there, William Fraser 

Tolmie, that the former "are not wanted, but the poor ignorant Scots 

should be sent back if possible."31 
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The defiance displayed by Langford's men cannot be attributed to 

radicalism. They simply exploited to the full the situation they en

countered. Not only did the necessity of having to build their own 

cottages and other farm buildings provide them with a new source of 

income, but they also argued that such work lay outside the terms of 

their contracts and they successfully demanded extra pay for it.32 

In England the practice was to give tasks which required special know

ledge or skills to men trained for them. The term "agricultural labour-

er" was reserved for the common field hand who performed the more menial 

tasks about the farm. Langford's men took exception to the clause in 
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their contracts which required all labourers "to do and obey all orders" 

and "to perform. all such work and service by day or by night". 33 The only 

legal recourse Langford had was to bring the men before Douglas whose 

decision was that "according to the custom of the country, labourers are 

bound to assist in all such kinds of work."'.34 Douglas was willing to incar

cerate defiant workers for periods of thirty days but Langford, unwilling 

to deprive himself totally of their services, conceded to their demands 

for extra pay for non-agricultural work. However, Douglas felt that l,ang

ford would be able to control his men better if their number were reduced 

and so he began transferring some of the bailiff's men to the fur trade. 

By January 1852 he had taken six men from Langford and he advised the 

directors that further reductions might be necessary. The labourers re

mained steadfast in their interpretation of the contract: 

Several of them were brought before me the other 
day by Mr. Langford, charged with refusing to do 
their work, one with refusing to drive bullocks, 
another objected to breaking horses and a third 
refused to hew timber, and one and all declined 
herding or shearing sheep, because labourers 
were not accustomed to do such work in England. 35 

By the end of Langford's second year, he had only twelve of his original 
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thirty labourers.36 

The labour shortage placed the Company in a real dilemma. Langford's 

policy of appeasement was the only one that seemed to be able to retain 

the workers' services. As of March 5, 1855, he still had the twelve 

workers left to him by Douglas. But his method was also very costly. 

Almost every task was considered to be "extra" work, 

The men with the oxen get ts./ per day extra for 
every day's work with the teams, as also those 
who go with the horses, it involves attendance 
on Saturday often on Sundays. Croghan has £30 per 
annum as gardener ••• Bond whose work must be per
formed all weathers and every day gets £25 per 
annum and being a tolerably good butcher ts./ for 
every sheep and pig that he kills. Sanghurst acts 
as carpenter and by law is entitled to £25 per 
annum. Williams is not an engaged servant and 
works mainly by contract. 37 

When their contracts expired, few of the men could be induced to remain 

with the Company. McKenzie allowed Langford to offer his workers a wage 

of £52 per annum and a free house if they re-engaged. 38 Of the twelve, 

only two accepted the new conditions and a third, Croghan, who had 

"kept to his agreement with the Company and being a man of good educa

tion and although somewhat given to drink, still I believe a man of 

good principle ••• " was won over only after Langford promised him £1,o 

per annum. 39 

When McKenzie and Skinner were making ready to emba.rk for North 

America, they were given the responsibility of recruiting their own 

labour forces. 40 The Company restricted its involvement in the matter 

to issuing a few specific guidelines. If the directors had learned 

anything from the experience with Langford's workers, it was that they 

must attempt to deprive future recruits of the freedom to maneuver; 

thus their insistence that candidates for emigration be married. So 

determined were the directors to prevent bachelors from emigrating 



that they urged McKenzie to induce any unmarried applicants to marry 

before they left Britain, or at least to see to it that single men 

41 
brought with them an unmarried sister. It was expected. that a married 

man would be less likely to desert or strike and that the wife would 

help compensate for the desperate labour shortage at critical times. 

The latter hope betrays an ignorance about the habits of fa.rm workers 

in McKenzie's district of East Lothian where a married woman did not 

42 
work in the fields but remained at home, ca.ring for the family cow. 

In the matter of transporting its workers the Company displayed a 

miserly attitude completely out of character with the way it allowed 

money to be spent on other aspects of its operations. People with more 

than two children were disqualified from being hired.43 All workers 

were to sign on as employees of the Hudson's Bay Company in order to 

avoid the restrictions imposed by the Passenger Act which prohibited 

the transportation, in any explosives-laden ship, of passengers who 

were not employees of the ship's operators.44 Once arrived on Vancouver 

Island, the workers were to be transferrad to the Puget's Sound Agri

cultural Company. 

The nature of the Scots' reaction to their contracts was quite 

different from that of the English labourers and it raises the sus

picion that a good proportion of McKenzie's party were not disposed 

to emigrate as farm workers. The people whom McKenzie eventually hired 

first discovered their opportunity through an advertisement in the 

''East Lothian a.nd Berwickshire Monthly Advertizer". The notice was 

short and simples 

Wanted for the service of the Hudson's Bay Com
pany, Vancouver's Island, in North America, a 
few good PLOUGHMEN and FARM LABOURERS, also a. 
HOUSE CARPENTER and BLACKSMITH. Apply to Mr. 
McKenzie, Saggersd.ean, 12 May, 1852. 45 
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This advertlsement appeared on April 9th, a full month before McKenzie 

began interviewing applicants. There was ample time for word of this 

opportunity for employment to be widely diffused throughout the south

east corner of Scotland. One month after the interviews began, McKenzie 

informed the Company that his party was complete a.nd was comprised of 

forty-three adults and twenty-four children. Twenty-seven of the 

adults were employees of the Company, thE~ remainder being their wives. 

Fifteen of the contracts survive, of whi~h ten show that the labourer 

resided in East Lothian, and five in Mid-LotMan (.itdinburghshire). 46 

Although these districts were mainly agricultural and were the most 

advanced of all the farming regions of Scotland, McKenzie seems to 

have experienced difficulties in organidng a skilled agricultural 

labour force while adhering to the Company's stipulations. 47 He was 

told to limit himself to twenty workers "of all trades". 48 McKenzie 

hired five blacksmiths and carpenters, leaving fifteen which he could 

hire as farm workers. Two men were engaged as land stewards. He was 

able to find only eight married men to fill the balance of his quota. 

He therefore found it expedient to make up in numbers what was lacking 

in skill. He hired ten single men. In the agricultura.l society of the 

Southeast men seldom married until they had. acquired enough proficiency 

in skill-demanding tasks, like driving the plough-team, before they could 

ask for a wage commensurate with the raising of a family. The evidence 

relating to the individuals in McKenzie's party is scanty, but it indi

cates that many of his workers were not from farming 1:a.ckgro-cnds. John 

Instant, for example, had spent at least seventeen years in the British 

army, and was a saddler by trad~. James Dea.'1s, the brother of one of the 

carpenters, was astonished at the dirt floor of the storehouse which was 

his first home on Vancouver Island. His reaction is another deta.il sug-
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gesting a familiarity with a different lifestyle.49 

It would have been undesirable on McKenzie's part to extend his 

sea.rch for workers beyond the Lothians. Farming techniques varied widely 

from one district in Britain to another and McKenzie was familiar ma.inly 

with mixed farming, the Lothian specialty.50 Even in regions which might 

be characterized by a general mode of agriculture, a great variation in 

technique might be employed, for it was an age of experimentation and 

innovation in Scottish agriculture: 

Scotland in those years (184os) was undergoing 
a technological revolution in agriculture with 
the introduction of farm machinery, scientifie 
manuring of fields, and the selective breeding 
of livestock, esepecially sheep. Of greatest 
importance was the introduction of tiling to 
drain the wet marsh lands. Young McKenzie thus 
gained invaluable experience in the management of 
his father's farm and sheep runs, and he estab
lished a tile work~, utilizing local clays, to 
bring more of his father's land into production. 51. 

McKenzie was typical of the farmers who had helped to oake the Lothian 

region one of the most productive in Britain. Accordingly, it would be 

of great advantage to hire workers who, besides having a reputation as 

being the best farm workers in the country, would also be familiar with 

many of the techniques he employed.52 Yet, one of the reaso~s why he could 

not assemble an adequate party is that his search was restricted to the 

Lothians. 

During the first half of the nineteenth century, conditions in 

Scottish agriculture generally were working against anyone who might 

try to induce people to emigrate as hired farm labourers. The demand at 

home for such labour was high while the supply was low. Between 1801 

and 1851 new methods of fertilizing the fields, a more intensive succession 

of crops, improved animal husbandry and the complexity of chores these 

innovations engendered all demanded more labour which was increasing-



ly Jj f'ficult to find. i-lhi le the south-east porti<xi of Scotland did not 

experience a dro1J :in po_pulati;m a.urine; this time, the region's expa!ld-

hig cigri culturh-1 "base placed heavy demands for la.bour on the rural popu

c;3 
latLin which was rounded on the family-cotta.se system.-

Attitudes towards farm labour were changjng; proximity to growing 

to-wns witrJ alternate mean<:: of liveJ.ihocd helped .keep the laoour force 

helow the req11irem,::nts of the time. In the Lothians, with their. stulti

fied. soci,.1,l structure which ?rBvented a wage earM~r Prom beco:ning inde

pendent, " ••• there waH zrowing revulsion fr(,m heavy ac;ricnltnral work 

s'· 
even amone; tbe familit1s of agricuJ.t,rra1 workers.,._"!' If a 1-wrker w-a.s dis-

incl:ined to remain on a landlord's fa.rm, he could either migrate to the 

factor:i~,r, or emierate abroo.d. and set up his own farm. 

The clearest indication of the scarcity of workers, whether plour;h-

men, St~as,mal or day labourers, :i.s tbe r:ise in war;es after the 1i3J0s: 

TI tt. j' t' f' i... • ,-. \ I . t t 1 ny ue or ·H'!S a .,resu rJ,se \._Hi wae;es) 1act s ar ec 
which was to continue, though not at a steady rat.;~, 
almost without interruption till tht3 mid-seventies. 
In thc,1 South-East, at current prices, increases of 
a,t least one-third occu.t·red between the la. te th:Lr.-
t tes and the early fifties.... 55 

Lothian wa.ges WP-re usually pa.id i. kind rather than in cash, an arrfl.n_se-

. t ] h M ) ..,.1 o + o ., + C, 56 ment wh1ch he p .oug, men ;:.ire1erreu., a.cco:r.,.1.1ng 1,0 various wr1 ... er.,,. 

What he rec8ived w:11,: more than could be cor1sumed by his househ,)ld, 

unless he ha.d a very large family. The .remaindi::r could. b(3 sold n.r bar-

tered. for other necess"i ties such as shoes. In times of hich gra:in prices 

the value cf his wages increased. When the market was depressed, he 

still had enough for his own needs, a.nd the qua.U ty of his wages was 

ste.u.di.ly improvinc:;. The cow was the means by wM ch hA could augment hi::; 

in;:,orne. In E,ome _places :.ho D,lterr,ative of five pounds was offered in 

li.~::·U ()f tt COW, bttt 
• " • ~-? 

wjse man reJectec. 1.t.-' The oats, 1xLr1ey arid 
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beans portion of his wages was supplemented by the potatoes and vege

tables which he grew in his garden plot. 

The wage arrangement gave to Lothian ploughmen the best living 

standard enjoyed by farm workers in Scotland. There were two basic 

systems of housing workers. Through most of the country the "bothy" 

system was used. The "bothy" was a dormitory in which six or eight 

men cooked and slept. There was no place on farms for a family to 

live together, hence the name "anti-family" which was attached to the 

system. Women were housed the same way as the men, and in a few cases 

men and women were housed together. The "bothy" was a wretched hovel 

but it was easier and cheaper to put up a few bothies than it was to 

erect many cotta.ges.58 In most parts of Scotland, farmers frowned upon 

workers marrying because couples wanted private dwellings. 

In the Lothians and Berwickshire this situation was reversed: 

••• the Lothian farmers encourage hinds to marry; 
and while in many parts of Scotland where the 
bothie (sic) system prevails, marriage means to 
ploughmen notice to quit, in the Lothians, their 
prospects become better." 59 

Nevertheless, a man would wait until he had earned enough experience 

driving the oxen before he could demand the wages of a "hind" or 

60 
ploughman. The large number of single men in McKenzie's party shows 

that if they were farm workers, they were not yet considered experts 

in their careers. Only married ploughmen had the right to a cottage; 

single men were housed in bothies. About all that could be said for 

the cottage was that it provided a measure of privacy. The typical 

cottage was a one-room affair with a dirt floor and a small window. 

The beds were boxes lined up along the wall or used to divide the 

family quarters from the anima.ls. 61 Yet, the worker appears to have 

been well satisfied with it. One observer who thought it •painful to 
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see the sick shut up in such breathless holes", was astute enough to 

add that "old people smile when you ask them if they a.re not choked, 

62 
and say they 'could na sleep in any other bed'". 

The offer of employment as a farm labourer was not likely to 

induce anyone residing in the Lothians to emigrate. Nor was McKenzie 

assisted in his efforts by the Company's wage offer. The contract held 

out the same rewards extended two years earlier to Langford's workers: 

a sum of £17 per annum, free passage to North America, rations and 

rent-free housing. There was no provision for a cow, pig, or garden. 

The directors seem to have learned nothing from the disputes with 

Langford's workers over the interpretation of the term "agricultural 

labourer". "Ploughman" and "labourer" were synonymous to the Company, 

whereas in Scotland the former term bore not merely a functional dis

tinction from the latter but also a social one. 63 
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Perhaps the best indication that many of McKenzie's workers had 

little interest in careers as fa....-,n labourers is the alacrity with which 

they tried to escape their contracts. McKenzie's diary and that of one 

of his workers, Robert Melrose, contain numerous references to labour

ers absconding from the fa.rm. There is, however, no evidence to sug-

64 
gest tha.t McKenzie's treatment of his men was anything but benevolent. 

The bailiff surpassed the wage provisions of the contracts by dupli

cating as much as possible the wage scale of the Lothians. He built 

individual cottages for them, and he gave a cow to aany of the mar-

ried men. Douglas commended him for his concern for the workers.65 

The contract required the worker to work as long as might be required 

each day with no extra pay, but McKenzie gave to those who laboured 

in the sawmill two shillings extra per night.66 Aside from what he 

grew on the farm, the diet that he could provide was restricted by 
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the variety of foods available at the fort, but even so, it was more 

diverse than an agricultural labourer could expect to obtain in the 

Lothians. 67 A typical order for the men's provisions was thirty bags 

of flour (each wt-ighing 127 pounds), ten barrels of beef, ten barrels 

of pork, one chest of tea, one cask of sugar, six casks of oatmeal, 

and four casks each of rice and split peas.68 Yet, complaints about 

food were frequent. On one occasion, the plaintiff decried the quan

tity being distributed by McKenzie to one man and his family, but 

Douglas could not fault the bailiff on his manner of supplying the 

men, and Melrose's deary contains several mentions of food being 

taken to the farm and of animals being slaughtered and divided.69 

The major response to McKenzie's efforts to bring the Company's 

wages up to the level of the Lothian.a was disloyalty. The men soon 

began availing themselves of the many opportunities for work at high

er wages at other locations around Victoria. 70 It is not known whether 

the Scots were willing to re-negotiate their contracts, but it pro

bably would not have made much difference to a man of unyielding 

character like McKenzie. His initial recourse was to fall back on 

the provisions of the Law of Master and Servant (4 Geo. IV, c. J4) 

which had as its basic feature a strong tendency to favour the master. 

Breach of contract was a criminal offense if committed by the servant, 

but only a. civi.l matter if performed by the master. In the former 

instance it was punishable by imprisonment of up to three months, 

forfeiture of wages ea.med, and discharge from service. 71 

McKenzie seems to have been the last person to realize that 

the labour shortage meant that this law could not have the force on 

Vancouver Island which it enjoyed in Great Britain. One of the first 

94 
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recorded instances of contract-breaking involved Robert Weir, a land 

steward, and his two sons WilliM and John. In June 1853 these three 

men went to Sooke to take advantage of the higher wages being offered 

there. 72 McKenzie promptly had warrants issued for the arrest of all 

three. The elder Weir eluded McKenzie who finally decided to enforce 

the provision in the contract that a servant who deserted must repay 

the cost of his passage. How seriously Weir took this threat oan be 

estimated from his reply: he submitted a bill for payment of wages 

since the date when he had signed his contract (August 1852), amount

ing to nearly £100. 73 Weir experienced no difficulty in finding 

another job. Three days after demanding the return of the passage 

money, McKenzie was expressing his annoyance with Robert Finlayson, 

Chief Trader at Fort Victoria, for having employed Weir in some ca

pacity.74 The Weirs became an example to other workers: more defections 

occured. Usually, McKenzie was willing to allow the recalcitrant 

workers to avoid punishment by returning to work. But in August 1853 

there wa.s a severe rash of desertions. Fearing a complete exodus of 

his labourers t,o other employers, McKenzie began using the gaol as a 

deterrent. Three men were sentenced on September 7th, 1853. The day 

before their sentences were up, the two younger Weirs were incarcera

ted.75 It was all to no avail as the string of defections continued. 

Douglas once more tried to bring to the directors' attention 

the severity of the labour problem and he urged that a raise in wages 

would be necessary to counteract the attractions of breaking service: 

••• our low scale of wa.ges ••• is not quite equal 
to one-fourth of the wages earned by any free 
labourers in this country, while carpenters 
can earn from three to five dollars a day at 
the former rate, with board •••• The only remedy 
is to increase our rate of pay to servants and 
to charge the same prices, as the other merchants, 
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for clothing and other necessaries. 76 

Douglas' interpretation of the underlying cause of labour unrest 

was only partially correct. It is known for certain that some indivi

duals were drawn into breaking their contracts not from the desire 

for higher wages but from a wish to become independent, free-hold 

citizens. Such was the case of George Deans, husband of Annie whose 

letters provide the only glimpse of the period as seen through the 

eyes of the Company's employees. Annie's letters suggest that many 

were motivated to desert because outside employment offered a faster 

means of acquiring the money to buy land and, consequently, to rise 

in society. 

George Deans was one of McKenzie's carpenters. He was one of the 

three men gaoled on September 7th, 1853. All three found employment 

at the fort immediately upon their release. 77 By the following Feb

ruary, Deans had moved out to a town lot he had purchased where he 

started to build a house. 78 His house was larger than the average 

residence of a working man and in order to pay for it he continued 

to work at his carpenter's trade while his wife helped by sewing. 79 

George was still building his home in September 1854, by which time 

the cost had risen to £100. But the reason for the length of time 

ta.ken to build it seems to have been that his services were in heavy 

demand elsewhere.80 One of the persons providing jobs for deserted 

Company employees was Jam.es Douglass 

You will see in my letter that I speak of one 
Robert Anderson a carpenter he has got a job 
just now to put on the weather boarding and 
roofing on to the church and he has to get about 
2 hundred pounds it will take him and Geordie 1 
and 2 other men to do it in J month the(y) com
menced Monday the 4 September the Gove(r)nor 
give them that job because the(y) would not 
work any more than 2 hours a day for the Com-



pany like all the rest of the servants here for I 
do assure you there is a rum set of folk on this 
Island the Company is not good to there (sic) 
servants when the(y) have them completely under 
there (sic) charge but here the(y) have not so 
there (sic) servants just does as the(y) like 
work when the(y) like and drop of(f) when the(y) 
like.... 81 

In spite of the good wages and steady work George Deans enjoyed, 

it was his overriding ambition to become an independent farmer. 

Annie's rationale was that farming "is the only thing that pays well 

here".
82 

Yet, the attraction must have held. more than the possibility 

of earning a good living, for it demanded a heavy investment of time, 

money, and labour before any return could be expected. In September 

1855, George purchased "two hundred acres of land" with the intention 

of raising cattle and pigs. 83 The purchase meant that he had to divide 

his time between Victoria and the farm which was not ready for occupa

tion until May 1858. Annie could not resist comparing her husband's 

present station with his former one in Scotland; of special pride to 

her was the fact that George travelled from farm to fort on horse-back 

84 
like a gentleman. 

Much the same car~er was followed by Dea.~s• close friend, Robert 

Anderson who, although able to make a good living as a carpenter, 

decided at the height of the building boom brought by the advent of 

the gold rush in British Columbia, when his services were at a premium, 

to divest himself of his Victoria property and, in spite of the sky

rocketing building costs, to start a farm. 85 

The Company had recognized the attraction of land ownership and 

had tried to use it to induce workers to adhere to their contracts. 

In 1852, McKenzie was permitted to offer a bonus of four or five 

pounds per annum payable in land (valued at one pound per acre) to 

0'"7 
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those workers who stayed on the farms for the durd.tion of their con

tracts. It was felt by the directors that the prospect of land owner-

86 ship would serve better than a raise in the wage scale. The bonus was 

not to be offered to workers who had preceded McKenzie, unless they 

agreed to renew their contracts for a further five years at the end of 

their original terms. 87 Eleven of McKenzie's party earned their land, 

although Melrose's diary clearly indicates that the Company receiv~d 

far less than :maximum service from most of them. Only three of the 

eleven took the bonus in cash, indicating again that land ownership 

was a more attractive reward. 88 

The foregoing account may lend a glimpse into the hopes and 

aspirations of some of the earliest settlers in the Victoria region, 

and it may help to explain why so much money and time were consumed 

in bringing the farms into a productive state. One should, however, 

be wary of putting too much emphasi.s on the labour situation as a 

cause of the Company's failure to make a profit from its farms. The 

greatest need for workers existed until the land was developed. and 

fit for cultivation. Even so, the length of time it took each farm 

to reach such a state depended on a combination of circumstances: the 

disposition of the labourers, the nature of the soil, the availability 

of draught animals, and the personality of the bailiff. When Langford 

came out, he was given five men for each one hundred of the roughly 

six hundred acres comprising Esquimalt Farm.89 The directors were then 

under the impression that every acre could be utilized. The truth was 

that barely half had any agricultural potential. After six years only 

207 out of a total of J07 possibly productive acres had been "fenced 

and brought under the plough a.t heavy expense."90 At no time after the 

land was cleared was Langford in need of more than ten full-time work-
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era. Skinner managed to do quite well with his five man and 150 acres. 

In spite of McKenzie's constant problems with his workers, he was the most 

advantageously situated of all the bailiffs. His fa.rm had the least need 

for farm workers, being endowed with only seventy acres of good land.91 

Yet, it was able to supply some large customers like the Royal Navy for a 

considerable period of time. Moreover, McKenzie was able to assign many 

of his workers to other enterprises conducted on the property, such as 

lumbering, milling, and providing repair services for other parties in 

the area.92 Even the sad state of Viewfield Farm may not be wholly at

tributable to Donald Macaulay's mismanagement. He had. only untrained 

Indian labour with which to carry on the work. Only when the labour force 

became extremely small might the effect on the farms become serious. After 

Langford's workers declined to renew their contracts in 1855, he was faced 

with the prospect of attempting the spring planting with only three workers. 

He had to forego his plans to sow wheat, Esquimalt Farm's most bountiful 

crop, a.nd substitute peas, which sold for less. 93 

The troubled relations between the Company a.nd its employees a.re a 

further reflection of London's mismanagement of the farms. The bonus of 

twenty-five acres of land, payable after five years, was not a strong 

enough inducement to remain loyal for those who intended to start their 

own farms. They could earn sufficient money from other employers to buy 

the same amount of land in fa.r less time. 94 The only practical solution 

was to offer comparable wages instead of a land premium. The directors had 

little reason for failing to realize what must be done as Douglas had 

advised them of the detrimental effects of the Company's low wages, and 

Langford had raised the wages on Esquima.lt Farm, thereby securing a fair 

degree of loyalty· from his men. 

As suggested earlier, the natural limitations of the Company's land 
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implied tha.t the most efficient utilization of it could be achieved only 

through a tightly centralized authority that would coordinate the efforts 

of the farms. Because of the poor soil, no farm could successfully combine 

large-scale livestock raising with the cultivation of food crops for market. 

The labour situation helped to prevent the establishment of such an auth

ority. McKenzie's problems with his workers undermined his standing with 

the bailiffs who had no ca.use to fear the agent's impotent splutterings 

while his workers rebelled with impunity. 

Few of the emigrants in the story fit the popular image of the 

pioneer who, leaving the security of his familiar surroundings, endeavors 

to better himself through his own efforts, asking no favours of anyone, 

and willing to shoulder heavy burdens for the sake of a distant goal. 

Those who wished to become independent farmers took the shortest route, 

regardless of prior co111D1itaents, to reach their goal. They thought little 

of taking advantage of the Company that had treated them with nothing but 

generosity and fairness. As for the bailiffs, the rapid decrease in the 

number of their workers was not matched by a proportionate decrease in 

the amount of money spent at the supply shop. The Company had placed itself 

in a vulnerable poition by establishing itself on the island, and all of 

its employees took whatever advantage they could reap from it. 
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CONGL!l3Wii 

The do1l'linant feakre of the history of the Puget's Sound Agricultur-

al Company on Vancouver Island, and the one most difficult to explain, was 

the scope of the expectations of the directors. The Puget's Sound Agrtcul

tura1 Company was not the first large-scale attempt to make money out of 

agricultural resettlement in British North America. Andrew Colvile, the 

dominant policy-maker of the Company by 1850, was a trustee of Lord Selkirk's 

estates :in Red H:tver and Pr:nce Edward Island. The experience of Selkirk 

had proved that vast inf11sions of capj ta.l were necessary 1iefore any returns 

could be realized. It is possible that the strongly negative reports of 

I::den Colvile a.nd Ja.mes Douglas failed to have the intended effect in London 

because the directors there had alr<"..ady a.ccepted the inevitability 0f in

curring high costs while the farms were being developed. One indication o: 

this _preparedness is the fact that there was no limit imposP-d on the bail

iffs' power to sper1d money. A:,other in.dicati.on is that little concern was 

expressed by London over the amount of money being spent ur,ti.l V3_56, wher; 

Henry Hulse Berens replaced Andrew Colvile as the cbier r1:;1ect.or o: the 

Com;i8.ny. The mRjor sourcf.! of coneern to Colv:ile had been the 1,~r:.e;th of 

The d.1.recto:cs' wUlingness to :.ncur heavy ini tiaJ. cc-e:,ts was rein forcf.~d 

by t.h~t:r expt,ct.at:: mm of encrmous prGfi ts. Th1•·se hopes were btwyed up by 

t.he e:01"r.ly l!ll[J<lCt. of tbe gold ruF:h in Cal:i fo:m'ta, but why ti)e d1rectors 

: hculd have har1,o:.J.red e:xpectat.ic,ns of such magnitude ls unknown. They were 

never given a.ny reason to believe tha.t profits would be great enough to 

,5u~;tify a huge capital investment.. The few indicators of the demand for 

food pointed to a.'1 v.nstable market, for the Con:pany ha.d to bid against 
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competitors to supply the Royal Navy. The only other major customer, the 

Hudson's Bay Company, did not make purchases large enough to offset the 

debt run up by the farms' purchases from it. Moreover, as Eden Colvile 

stated before the farrus were established, the rd.pidly rising wage scale 

meant that it would be cheaper to import food than to grow it. Even at 

the height of the gold rush, Douglas found San Francisco flour cheaper 

than local wheat. 

Having dec1.ded t0 push forward with the farms, the directors created 

a whole array of problems, some of which were the result cf lack of 

sufficient forethought. A closer scrutiny of Langford at the time of 

his interview with Archibald Barclay might have resulted in the selt~c

tion of another person who was more inclined to adapt himself to the 

ri.gors of a frontier country. The most glaring result of London's mis

management was the system of administration which was provided for the 

farms. There was hardly any attention paid, at first, to the poWEirs of 

the a.gent, partly because the directors assumed that there was little 

need for close supervision of the bailiffs, and partly bBcause they 

the>ught they could adequately govern affairs from London. As Dal1as 

stated i, 1857, such a. thought was .foolish. Nor was there any considera

tion given to the qualifi~.ations of the agent. 

The system of administrd.t:i.on succeded only in generating new pro

blems. The hope that the bailiffs would co-operate in a united effort to 

achieve the Company's ends was undermined by the provision in each bail

iff's contract making him solely responsible for deficits. Douglas' inter

ference in the affairs of Langford's fa.rm served to strengthen the bailiffs' 

resolve to reject future attempts to bring them under tighter control. 

The Company simply made matters worse when it replaced Douglas with 

McKenzie. It was a mistake to think that a bailiff could also be the agent. 
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In the first place, it asked too much of human nature; McKenzie the agent 

would have to limit the amount of money which McKenzie the bailiff would 

be permitted to spend for the operation of his farm. His farm was the 

most expensive of all the Company's ventures on the islan,i. The other 

bailiffs did net appreciate McKenzie's efforts to limit their spending. 

The operation of their farins was imperilled by McKenzie's frequent threats 

to cut off provisions. It was hard, if not impossible, for them to accept 

the necessity of having their establishments curtailed while McKenzie 

showed no inclinatlon to apply the same measures to his farm. One may 

well wonder if it would not have been better if th~ Company had retained 

Douglas as the a.gent, in spite of his lack of knowledge of farming; at 

least the realization that restrictions would be applied equally to all 

would have eliminated much of the rancour that permeated the atmosphere 

of the farms. The combining of the two offices in one person bears the 

mark of the directors' lack of foresight. They were unwilling to consider 

beforehand the human aspects of the situation just as they were unwilling 

to think of the physic-.al and economic ones. 

On a more positive note, it ca.~ be said that had the directors not 

acted in the way they did, the lives of many people who became part of 

this story would have developed along different, probably less advanta

geous lines. None of its employees suffered from the Company's mistakes; 

most benefitted by them. The Company was the only victim of its foolish

ness. Its assets were finally assumed by its creditor, the Hudson's Bay 

Company, and the shareholders, mostly officers of the Hudsongs Bay Com

pany, lost their investments. While the agri.cultura.l company must accept 

the major portion of the blame for its misfortunes, the same characteris

tics that resulted in those misfortunes also are proof that it was a 

human enterprise. 
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APPENDIX I 

Descriptive Account of Esqu:imal t Farm - May 1858'* 

Extent 

In 0ultivath11, 

(:,;_:ien pasture 
capable or being 
brought into cul
tivation 

Heavily tiinb,;1ri3d 
and. rocky lan,:: 

Bour.riari ~s 

Fencing 

Commomage 

Livestock 

Hature of Soil 

620 acrel, - suhlivided as follows: 

Ft,nced and bronght ~tr11lec thE~ _ploui.;;h ;-,,t 
heavy e,qJenr:;e 20? actes 

J..and_:2.1.?_~ th"i ckJy timberad 8: capable of 
being brou(}ht 1mder G,1ltivation at a 
reaso::1a1' le outla~" ( say for clearing and 
fencing £10/a.cre) at present used as 
pasture la.nd 100 acres 

But affordbg i>on1e keep for cattle 
during c:.:;, 1;ortion of tb: year ( if 
fe,·1c1:jd) 313 acres 

On Sa.st by Esquimal t Ha.rbou:c - ,~a.:~t 
to so1Jth o;y unsold la11d & land belong
:i ne to David Cameron; from sc,uth to 
soath west by unsold land, runnin5 paral
lel with the lr,1.kr, which .i.s inside of & 

close to th,-= 'boundary, & f'enned off wi t.h 
split posts & rails, from south west to 
west by 1msold la.:1d, separated by f:l. split 
post & rai·: fence, fror:i west to north by 
a wandering stream & on NE by lands be
longing to H.B. Co. 

All land in c·,1ltivation - chiefly by split 
posts & rails, rest by log & rail fencbg. 

enjoyed w others on unsold neighboring la.'1d, 
but it is often over stock~d & js steadily 
diminishing by purchase. It is highly impor
tant that some of it, be secured to the farm 
as an Outrun ••• 

As of 31 October last: 

Sheep 
Cattle 
Horses 

PiES 
Poultry 

About 150 acres in cultivation are light 
loam, 0n a coan:1e sandy subsoil, the 

62.' 
61 
11 

126 
27 

head 
" 
It 

" 
II 

* This a~1d the following accounts are extracted from F26/1, HBCA. 



Nature of 
Soil (cont'd) 

Crops 

Seed per acre 

Returns 

Manure 

Reaping & 
Thrashing 

Consumption 

Servants 

Indians 

Pilfering by 
Indians 

Damage by cattle 
& pigs 

Injury to Stock 

133 

remainder is a similar surface on a retentive 
clay subson. 

Wheat, Barley, Oats, Pease, Potatoes, Turnips, 
Carrots: No regular :rotation has yet been es
tablished: that which is consio.ered most suit
able is the four course shift, in so far as it 
could be carried. out on land so recently brought 
under cultivation. 

For wheat, oo.rley, oats and pease: t½, 3, J, 
and 2 bu per acre, for potatoes - from 15-20 
bu. & for turni?s from 2-4 lbs. 

20-30 bu for wheat; app. JO bu - oo.rley; 
30-50 bu - oats; 20-30 bu - pease; 
150-200 bu - potatoes (w/o manure) & from 
15-20 tons turnips 

only manure hitherto used has been farmyard 
manure - 20-30 tons per a.ere. Limestone of 
excellent q11a.li ty is abundant on the farm, 
but has not yet been rewuired as manure. 

Hitherto - crops cut with the scythe, and 
thrashed by machine worked w horses, and by 
the flail (Dallas recommended a reapins- machine 
be purchased by the Comp,1.ny) • 

mostly by farm; small quantities sold from time 
to time t.o HBC and. other t'arms. 

Average# during last year - 8 (excluding Indians) 
1 shepherd, J ploughmen, 1 live stock tender, 
1 House and general servant, ?. general labonrers. 
$1 (4/2d) per day - w/o rations 

3 for less skillful tasks @ three 2½ point 
inferior blankets per month. 

Petty. 

esp. latter, which a:r.e constantly running about 
& breaking into enclosures. 

~3tallions, Bull:;;, Boars of an inferior breed are 
allowed to roam at large, to the 1:;r~at detri111ent 
of our stock 



1Y+ 

Descr1 pti ve Accou:-,t of C:ndgflower B'a:rm - May 1858 

Extent 

Jn cultivation 

Cpen pasturage 

Barren 

Boundaries 

Fences 

3carcit.y of 
Water 

No Commonage 

Livestock 

Nature of soil 

752-} ac:rE!S - leE,s 1701 a11otted to 
retired servants. 582 riiv.ided as 
follows: 

Fenced and. brow;;ht, under plough at 
heavy expen:c;e no acres 

sorne trees, bu-t n<)t susceptible to 
cultivation 70 a.cres 

Rock & heavy tirnl>E:r afford int; little 
pasturage for cattle & sheep on acct 
of fallen L.Linber & dense growth of 
underwood 432 acres 

Cn soHth ands. e. ty Constance Cove 
farm - (separated from it by a log fence) 
from s. to s.w. l:>y Esquinalt Harbour, the 
India.n reservation after mentioned, and 
farm known as Capt. Cooper's - from SE 
to Xorth and thence to west, by a wind.ing 
arm of the sea. On other side of this arm 
are J6 a.c:res still belongine to farm after 
giving ,dlotJrtent.s to retired servants con
sist.ing of rock and wood. 

All land in cultivation, partly with logs 
& partly with r1osts & ra:ils of split and 
sawr. tirnber. Rest is ma.inly fenced with 
logs. 

induces cattle to wa.r..der in f,urnmer -
causing much trouble & expense & frequent 
loss from accident. 

All surrounding lands a.re bought & mostly 
overstocked - but have secured the pasture 
farms of Broad.mead & Lakehill - distant 
resp. Li and J miles, contain:ing resp. 
825 a.c:res & 457 acres. 

As of 31 October 1857: 

Sheep 
Cattle 
Horses 
Pigs 

966 

The so5.l in cultivation is a light loam, 
with close, retentive subsoil. 

96 
29 
95 

head .. 
" 
" 



Crops 

Four shift -
green crop or 
fallow, wheat, 
grass, oats and 
barley 

Five shift -
green crop or 
fallow, wheat, 
2 years grass, 
oats & barley 

Seed per acre 

Manure 

Mode of reaping 
& thrashing 

Consumption 

Servants 

Indians 

Indian Reservation 

?ublic Road 

Wheat, Oats, Pease, Potatoes, Turnips 
This year some barley will be attempted. 

No regui,ir rotation has yet been establis.hed, 
the land not being thoroughly cleared, but a 
four or five shift-rota.t.ion will be en+,ered 
upon as soon as practicable 

Wheat, Oats, and Pease is J-4 bu; for pota
toes - a.be.mt 20 birnhels, & for turnips 2~- to 
J pounds. Returns vary 25-JO bu wheat, about 
JO bu Oats, J0-35 bu .Pease, about 100 bu 
potatoes and 25-JO tons turnips. 

Farmyard & line - about 15 tons/acre of for
mer & 100 bushels per acre of latter. Soil, 
being lie;ht, needs a top dressing in spring 
of guano - but none in Island. 

Crors cut with scythe, and thrashed by a 
machine driven by a small steam engine. 

Mostly by farm, small quantities from time to 
time to HBC and. other farms. Flour milled here 
is excellent; oats given to Horses and working 
bullocks. 

# of regular: 14 in last year. Since August 
last, when contracts expired wages of ordinary 
labourers have been from £JO tc £35/ annum 
with rations, superior servants - £50/annum 
~+h t· t th"/

1

' (<:i/1 
\ ~ ra. ions, a ·I·G r:1a.y c, ~i;. 

usually about ill- P-mployed - 2 bla.nkets/ino & 

r .. , + ,; <>n~"· at '1/r.> e • l o,,.,, , o .) , p r Wt!A ,, 

cuts into farm & subjec:ts it tc much JYi.lferi.i g 
~ loss of stock from I1dian dog~. 
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V'tctoria to Esq_uir1alt divtdes 1,art of the a.rabJe 
land, which increased the qua:itJty of feric:int 
requJred. 

Damage suffered by roaming cattle and pie;s. 

--,,,I 
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Descriptlve Account of Constance Cove and 

Vlewfield Farm:1 - I-t.ay 1858 

Extent 

In cuJ.tivation 

Open pasture 

Barrens 

Scar-city of 
Water 

No Commona.ge 

Livestock 

Nature of so:il 

Crops 

Seed per acre 

Returns 

Manure 

Mode of reaping 
& thrashing 

1195 acres, su'tdivided thus: 

Fenced and brought, under plough 
at heavy expense 

with tr,c:es, but not fit for 
cultivation 

Swamp 

same as at Craigflower 

at south end o: a peninsula 

vide Craigflol,er 

secured Ellendale - distance of 7 
miles ::;,,s sheep outrun. Farm itself 
could not maintain many sheep or 
ca.ttle (as is true of Craigflower) 

as of 31 October: 

Sheep 
Cattle 
Horses 
Pigs 

A black sandy loam - 10-16 in. deep -
upon a strong retentive clay. 

130 acre:3 

120 acres 

90 acres 

....§2.2. ac:ce s 
1195 

1227 head 
69 If 

1 '} " 4.) 

32 ti 

Wheat, Oats, Pease. Potatoes, & Turn.'lps 
No regular rotation has been established. 

Wheat - 1½ bu; Oats & Pease - 2½ bu; 
Potatoes - 25 bu; turnips - 1} lbs. 

Whea-t, Oats & Pease - 20-JO bu. 
Potatoes - 300-4oo bushels 
1'u:cnips - 10-15 tons 

Dung o:1ly - 1() one-ho-i:·se cart loads per ac:r.e. 

Cut with scythe, thrashed with the flail; 
a thrashing machine from England has now 
been obtain.ed & will be used in future. 



Consumption 

Servants 

Intentions: 
to make the 
farm a 
stock farm 

Injury to 
stock 
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mostly by farmi Cats, pease turni.ps to 
stock (except sheep). 

Varied in last year from 6-9 (except Indians) 
Wages 4/2 ($1) /day w rations 
Usua.lly 2 India.nn employed - 2 blankets/mo & 
rations at 5/ per week. 

To put land under grass & mal{e it a stock 
farm, due to scarcity & cost of l-a.bo1Jr 

Same annoyances & damage caused as are done 
to Craigflower. 



Extract f::.om t'lcKen2.je's reply t,:i his notice of appointment as the 

agent for the Ft1get's Sound Agricultural Company; rcKenz.ie to ColvHe, 

31 March 1854, F12/J, HBC'...t • 

• • • And, as to the rr,a,nagement we have all been a.llo"it•d -+.c· follow 

OLtr own cour;;;e, without 1..nowir,t, what WB.$ tr:e pr:inci:pal 01::.,ject in view. 

However great. aJ1c,wa.nce must l:,e e;iven as the propl~r means has w,t been 

::tffo:eded .foe the working o:f c1ur ('a.rm:;;. ln iny 0wn case I will leave you 

tCJ judge what. could bi~ dcrti~ wl.th a few young weak half starved unbro~~en 

oxen, let loose eVt?-cy night t 1J the bush, and. often not able to find 

the:~ agai 'l tor 1tays, Si!C•- has been the heart re11d.ing way operations 

have beer: car:ri.e,l on here, such a system will never do, every effort 

must be 1nade to ra:ise as nucb fodder ctnd turnips for the keep of our 

cattle during winter, and that all the ploughing for our own sp:dng 

crops should be done during the winter monthH. I niay 1Hentl.on that 

ther,~ are no matu:'r.'e oxen to be had. What hai:; become of them I de not 

know, and the breed. of horses arr:! not a,t alJ adapt!:!d for :farm hus1.'Jic'.ndry 

they being very wea.k and small boned - but might be much improved i ,~ we 

had a good sta.~_lion to crop a few E,elected mares, this is the only means 

of improving the breed for future farm purpos1~s, However Horses are not 

so :nuch wanted at present as good stro::!g able oxen. Such I consider 

better for the breaking 1.r);--;, of nt1w land, Only a few active horses for 

carting purposes would be desirea.ble (sic). 
The stock of sheep in the charge of Mr. McAulay and other:-; are tht~ 

most d1.~plo:r.able looking stock I ever saw, all covered with scab, and the 

consequence one half the wool falling off there ( :s:i.c) back::; before the 

clipping season. this is of course i'l a great measure the want of 

proper management. 0 

McKenzie then gave a brief outline of his program for th,: farms: 

"1. That there shall be no ,1nnecessary buildings erected on any 

of the farms untill (sic) they are actually required, as there appears 

to have been a great portion of valuable time lost by so doing. 

;~. Each farm to be supplied with a sufficient number of the strong

est working oxen that can be had, and that a.11 attention and energy must 

be directed to the growing of crips, improv1ng the breed of cattle and 

the better management of our sheep, I may mention that intthe present 

state of our farms here, a large stock of sheep cannot be keept (sic) 

untill (sic) we are able to raise grass & turnips to feed them off 

(iurirg the winter, as I understand more them ,cine half sometimes die 

from starvation if the winter is severe. The breed of bulls you mention 

in your l~tter of the 18th would be very desireable (sic) for improving 

our cattle. Also if possible to be sent a young Clydesdale or Suffolk 

Horse to crov the mares, and a Cht?viot or Southdown Ram, such 1 think 

would be most suitable for our climate the winters being rather severe. 



You mention that a change of waees is prc,posed in regard to the 
men employed on the farms, this I am glad is to be the case, as there 
is much dissatisfaction on the part of the men und.er contract. I shall 
certB-inly give every attention to the suggestlons that Mr. Douglas may 
propose as to the above change, and also upon other matters. 
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As to my own farm I send you a small tracing, which I rec'd from 
Mr. Pemberton, I have little or no prairie land. What Mr. P. terms such 
is thickly planted wi.th Oak. However from what I have seen the open 
land is not the best it bei,1g light and sandy, and that under wood a 
fif1e black loam, which will ultimately though expensive at first turn 
out the most profitable for our cultivation. As to the advancement of 
my farm the people are all housed in comfortable dwellings each with a 
garden, and I will have under crop this spring about 25 acres of wheal, 
pease (sic) & oats - all cleared and fenced and as turnips grow well I 
intend sowing if possible 10 or 15 acres. Also I will have JO acres all 
fenced and cleared to sow wheat at the fall. I am fencing the narrow 
peninsula of my farm for the purpose of domesticating our cal w::s, tha.t 
we r:,r,.y rea1, more ben,~f:i t than hither Lo. 

The machinE.:ry T have erec:ted is all working welJ, viz. the c:'!rcu
lar saws ar,d flmn- mill; &.nd during the sunH"lfft' :if the :i:,erson from 
Mr. Stanley arrives ln time T shall have the whole of the machinery 
under operation. But I must mentjcn that the sma.lJ steam engine I have 
now at work is nr,t of sufficient power 1.0 propel a.11 the machinery 
intended to be erected, and as a little surplus power being at all timer, 
v,:.;ry desir-eable ( sic) I will require an engine of the following dirr,en
sions, 2.5 or 30 horsepower portable double cylinder Tubular Engine with 
a ccmplete set of duplic:ate brakes, etc etc - Such if you are agreeable 
I shcnli1 Er:e sent by the first ship. The small engine I have at present. 
will not be lobt as I can keep it working a set of circular saws cuttinf; 
fencing for the several farms, and ultimately H might be very usefo] 
with a portable thrashing ma.chine to trirash c1ll the crops of the P. S. C. 
farms which I trust ere long will r.Je of a mo{jrd tude to require such 
power • 

••• You must excuse the hurried letter as I know it 1~ not such a 
minute account as 1 would lil<e to give you of all things, my ha.vine 
been :i.n a bad sta.te of health for the last two months, broue;ht on I may 
say from no other cau,,e tha.n amdety about ot:.r future prospects hav:i.ng 
had so many obstacles to contend with. But tha.nk God I am cow getting 
better, and that you J11ay rely on having all particulars so soon a.s I 
have w,d t.ed. u:pon and examined the proceedings of the different parties 
in charge of the P.S.C. farms, who I trust will do everythine; iL their 
power to further the views as to the ultimate pros:perity of all con
cerned •••• 
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APPENDIX III 

INF'ORMATION OF KENNETH MCKE;NZH; AGAINST PETER BARTLRMAN, 

BLACKSMITH, FOR BREACH OF CCNTRACT1E 

Plea: Guilty 12 April '55 

Defendant states that the reason that he left his work was the 
injury M1.ster McKenzie doun (sic) me in pulling down that shop in 
which I used to work for a long time. 1 mean in my own time and I say 
that it was perfect malicious that he did so. I asked Mister McKenzie 
the liberty to go to the Fort and he granted(?) me the whole day like
wise and after I brought up my goods back(?) out two or three o'clock 
l,e ordered me to go to my work immediately. I did not refuse to go to 
my wcrk. I said I wculd go provided that my goods secured and by .not 
doing so immediately thh3 is the revenge he took by pulling down my 

shop. 
Complainant states that the shop was erected without any permis

sion from me and wass a great grievance to me. Peter is correct with 
having leave to go to the Fort on the day in question upon urgent busi
ness he said to the Fort that business was to fetch coals to work in 
his shop with whcih coal he has actually refused to work in the shop 
belonging to the Company and that he had the impudence to write over 
the shop door that there was no more work(?) on account of the bad 

coals. ::a was for that en.use that seeing him bringing such coals for 
hiff!self I thought it high time to put a stop to such work being done on 
his own account on the Company's property 

Bartleman sentenced. on dema,nd of McKenzie to be returned to Britain. 

*Source: Vancouver Island. Supreme Court of Civil Justice ... Notes of 
Froceed:ings 0 in hanciwri ting of D. CamerorJ., 6 October 1853 - 20 April 
1857, PABC. 
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